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University police and on-campus residents unite to take bite.out of crime
Through the Adopt~A-Cop program, officers
are hoping students will end illegal activities
.

'

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

l•
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UCFPD has teamed up with Residence Life and members of the Greek community through the Adopt-A-Cop program.

{·

Trustees to meet with
faculty union to begin
collective bargaining
CHRIS HOYLER
Contributing Writer

- t.

The UCF Board of Trustees
and the United :Faculty of
Florida will continue their collective bargaining negotiations
.today, the fourth such meeting
this month and second in a
:week.
. In a message posted on the
:Web site of the UCF Chapter
-of the UFF, Chief Negotiator
}im Gilkeson said that in addi:tion to 'the yearly salary
.increase package, negotiations
will include the issues of
"salary increases for promotion, merit, market equity and
other merit based increases."
. The negotiations of recent
:years have not been without
·controversy. A January UCF
:Board of Trustees meeting saw
:ZOO UCF faculty members
,protest a board-declared
impasse in collective bargain-

With hopes of creating a greater
sense of crime awareness within the
on-campus residential community,
UCF unveiled the new Greek
Cop/Adopt-A-Cop program last week
just as . on-campus residents began
moving in.
The program was instituted in
order to have on-campus.residents both Greek and those in student housing - work side-by-side with UCF
Police Department officers in reducing

not only crime within the UCF community but also any collective fear of
illegal activity.
Iri conjunction with the Panhellenic
Council's Adopt-A-Cop program, offi. cer Chris Gavette is responsible for
resurrecting the program at UCF as he
has brought his past experience with
the Adopt-A-Cop program at Florida
State University to the. new system at
UCF.
"Chris Gavette came from the FSU
Police Department and they had an
Adopt-A-Cop program up there, which
had patrol officers working with Greek

GAINST.
the

ing the previous November.
An agreement was reached
several weeks later.
Statewide UFF President
Tom. Auxter credits strong
campus organization for the
results of the negotiations.
"It turns out that the campuses that have been successful in winning positive outcomes
through
local
bargaining are the very campuses that actively organized
faculty through the union,"
Auxter said in the latest .UFF
newsletter update.
One more meeting, to be
held on Sept. 6, has been
scheduled as of right now,
according to the UFF ,Web site.
The meeting will be held in
the new Teaching Academy
Building Room 420B. It is
scheduled to convene · at 10
am. and continue until 3 p.m.
The meeting is open to the
public.

fraterllities and sororities," UCF Sgt.
. Troy Williamson said.
'We had a similar situation here in
2000, but manpower constraints
brought us back down to where we
couldn't have that program. He· has
revitalized the thought and both the
Greek Life and our administration
have moved forward with it. With the
program, the Greeks will be able to
understand the role of the police officer and the officers can work with the
fraternities arid sororities to help further their education and their social
the
university,"
skills
within
Williamson added.
· "This program was born from the
PLEASE SEE
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-: Local residents defend need
to move stadium's location
·Last year UCF proposed a
home stadium for UCF foot. ball and hoped it would receive
The UCF admiillstration is a quick go-:ahead to be built.
excited and anxious to get their After a great deal of lobbying
stadiurii project off the ground, by residents to the media and
but community residents are in Tallahassee, the university
feeling excluded from the granted them a chance to
·game plan. Neighbors want to speak their minds. Still, resibe heard ensure that their con- dents do not feel as though
cerns given due consideration. they have been given a fair
For the past several months, chance and an open mind.
"We are not against buildcommunity residents have
been wrangling with universi- ing a stadium for UCF. We
ty administration to hash out a understand that the area must
proposal for- the stadium site continue to grow. But there
that could be beneficial to both should be responsible growth
parties. However, some resi- with consideration to 'the comdents are calling foul. Accusa- munity," says ~ee. She states
tions have b~en made that the that the homeowners are pushuniversity has not gone by the . ing the proposed south site
book and perhaps there is because there is a better buffer
more that the university, is not betweeri residents and better
access roads. In either case,
saying.
There are certain rules and north or south, there will need
state guidelines that UCF must to be accommodation$. Parkcomply with - and they have ing, roads and relocation of
not. That is the opinion of intramural fields will be needLaura Klee, spokesperson for a ed no . matter what. Klee
coalition of UCF Homeowners believes that the south site
Associations. According to would be beneficial and conKlee, "UCF never put their sta- siderate to both parties. Laura
dium plans on any public doc- Klee is uniquely qualified 'in
ument so that the residents the area of building planning:
could review it." She added She is the former MBA prothat they have ignored or side- gram head for UCF as well as
former head of UCF's building
stepp~~tions in orQ.er to
try and~sllp the stadium plan program.
According to some disenunder tlie radar. "They tried to
make ita;mmcir amendment.to chanted residents, the univerthe ~t~~ plan so t)lat- there· sity is not playing fair. Over the
woul<;lrno):!.;n~ed to be a vote." summer the administration
In an; Klee 1and many other granted residents the first
homeowners in the area are meeting where officials would
seeing improprieties throughPLEASE SEE NORTH ON A6
out the stadium project.
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Contributing Writer
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Verbal abuse and intimidation against homosexual coll~ge students is still rampant on a nationwide level, according to many repo~ on sexual orientation.

Gay students fear discrimination in workplace and campus
ALLIE SCHWARTZ
Contributing Writer

I

n recent surveys, as many as 92
percent of gays and lesbians
reported to have been verbally
abused or threatened because of their
sexual.orientation, according to Sexual
Interactions: Basic Understandings.
The impact of these numbers was
vividly illustrated recently near UCF.
On the night of May 11, Christopher
Downing and his fellow 0-team friends
went to a local Orlando bar geared
toward UCF students. They each paid
the $5 cover charge and were granted
admission. Downing was on the dance
floor with a male friend and they were

·

dancing with each other. Pretty soon, a situation, the manager of that establishbouncer approached the couple and ment said that he would "rather not."
It is Iiot only in local clubs that
asked to see them outside.
"I knew what was going on," Down- homosexual students are discriminated
against, but also in the workplace.
ing said. "It wa8 obvious."
UCF student Patrick McCoy worked ·
According to Downing, the bouncer
proceeded to tell them that if they con- at the CB&S Bookstore and believes
tinue to dance together, tliey will be that his openness of his sexu~ orienta- ·
thrown out of the club. Upon Down- tion barred him from promotions and
ing's inquiry as to this being discrimi- eventually led to his termination.
He worked as a cashier and noticed
nation, the bouncer told him that he is
only 18, that he has a lot to learn about that people who had been hired after
· him were being promoted while he was
life and that his lifestyle is unnatural.
"There's a double standaFd,'' Down- not, even though he felt he had taken
ing said. "They would never stop, and pride in his work and had done a good
probably encourage, if two girls danced job. He did not inquire as to why he was
together."
When asked to coinment about the
PLEASE SEE ALLI ES ON A7

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Welcome Expo 2005
The office of First Year
Advising and Exploration is
hosting its largest annual event
- the Welcome Expo for New
Students - from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Friday in the Student
Union's Pegasus Ballroom. The
event is co-sponsored by the
Student Government Association.
Campus clubs, organizations
and university departments will
have• tables set
up to
offer
infor•
J4'
•
mation, assistance, giveaways
and more.
Organizations 'Yanting to
reserve a spot at the ~o can do
so
by
. visiting
www.firstyear.sdes.uc£edu.
For more information, contact the office of First Year
Advising and Exploration at 407823-3789.

Rush into Greek life
The Interfraternity Council
will be tabling outside the Student Union from 10 a:m. up.til 2
p.m. today and Friday.
_
Men interested in joining a
fraternity or learning more
information about rush can pass
by the tables to speak directly to
current members of UCF fraternities.
For further information on
recnntment events, or to find
links to chapter Web pages, visit
the
Web
site,
www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu

Catholic Mass
The UCF Catholic Campus
Ministry invites all members of
the UCF community to celebrate a Catholic Mass at 6 p.m.
Sunday in the Student Union
Room 316. Following the MaSs,
students are invited to a local
restaurant to learn more about
CCM
For more information on
CCM
. events,
visit
www.CCMknights.com on the
Internet

Asians students unit~
The Asian Pacific American
Coalition is hosting a welcome
activity at 7 p .m. Friday in the
Student Union's Cape Florida
Ballroom.
Present at the event will be
the Asian American .Student
Association, FilipinQ. Stuqe.nt
Association, Vietnamese American Student Association, Korean Student Association and
UCF's only Asian sorority, nelta
Phi Lambda
Guest speakers ·that will
address students include LINK
Director Rebecca Morales, Multicultural and Academic Support Services Director C. Biana
Ferguson.

Meet some new friends.
Baptist Collegiate Ministries
is hosting a memb~rship recruitment event at 7:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Room 316.
Organizers encourage all students to· meet new friends and
take advantage of an opportunity to become involved with a
UCF campus ministry.
At 10 ain. Saturday BCM will
gather at the steps of the Recreation and Wellness Center and
caravan to the beach. Students
who'd like to attend aj'e asked to
bring lunch, plenty of wate-r and_
some money for gas.
For more information on this
event, please contact R,.achel .'Or
Brad at 407-823-5336, or visit·'"
www.bcmlife.com on the Internet

Learn about historic Puerto Rico
UCF will offer a series of Hispanic culture study programs
this fall, including a Puerto
Rican History course. Three
events will to go along with the
courses will pepper the semester. The first, "Musical genres of
Puerto Rico" by Angel Martinez
and the Latin Music Institute,
will be held from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. Sept. 2 at Asociaci6n Borinquefia, 1865 Econlockhatchee
Trail in Orlando.
It is free and open to the public, including a reception and
lecture by Jorge Duany of the
University of Puerto Rico.

Both sides praise pullout from Gaza
TYLER KING

. More than a million l>ales-

tinians inhabit areas of the Gaza
Strip and West Bank. "They live
With the sunrise on Aug. 15 in uniquely crowded conditions
came Israeli soldiers and securi- in refugee camps, in poverty and
ty forces to the razor-wire despair, in hot beds of rising
fences of Israeli settlements hatred with no hope on the horithroughout the Gaza Strip and zon," Sharon stated With an evifour settlements in the West dent heavy heart, Sharon make a
Bank. With the fall of night last · bold move to attempt to win
Tuesday, the forces evacuated peace for his people and deliver
the last of the 25 s~ttlements, a compromise to the Palestinian
marking the first time Israel has government.
In the streets of Gaza there
abandoned Jewish communities
in lands claimed by. the Pales- has erupted a flood of contrasttinians.
ing emotions. Israelis are pitted
In a landmark move, Ariel against each other as protests
Sharon, Prime Minister oflsraeL and riots have broken out
ordered rµen and women of the against the evacuation and solIsraeli anned services to evacu- diers..While many Israeli setate all Israeli settlers from Gaza tlei:s left their homes willingly,
and four ISolated ·areas in North- others barricaded themselves
em Samaria (West Bank). The inside shelters and synagogues.
territory is slated to be turned Images of Israeli soldiers dragover to Palestinian control This ging and carrying their compaa6tion, intended as a first step ¢.ots from their houses and on
toward peace.in the region, was to buses, have been plastered
:met with sorrow, cheers, vio- over international media
lence and disappointment.
Dorens more images of solThere are more· tqan 8,000 diers praying. "and comforting
Israeli settlers being removed the settlers hav~ also been seen.
from their homes in what ·· :interiiews and Videos broadcast
S4aron call,ed· an "answer to waund the, World bave shown
reality." In an address to his peo- Israelis sadclened and distraught
ple on the first day ofthe evacu-' over what' seemed like abandonation, Sharon made a passionate ment by their government.
plea to the people of Israel to Some protesters even threw oil,
understand what must be done, gasoline and acid on soldiers
"the changing reality in the sent to remove them. For the
country, in the region and the people who must once again
world required of me a reassess- give up their homes for a chance
ment and change of positions."
at peace, it is a tumultuous tran-,
Contributlng Writer

sition.
According to Moshe Pelli,
professor of Judaic Studies at
UCF, "It is a complex issue; both
personal and national." He
added however, "it had to be
done; Was this a wise decision?
Yes, from his perspective, but it
depends on what he had in
mind"
Pelli is acutely aware of the
complexities surrounding the
Israeli/Palestinian dispute. He
noted that while some see the
move as an act of sacrifice,
Hamas and other Palestinian
extremis~ and terrorist groups
claim the evacuation is a retreat
in the face of overpowering
opposition. These groups are
now claiming a victory - that
their violence and hate have
conquered the Israelis.
Across the fence from the
displaced settlers, Palestinians
give thumbs.:up to entering
Israeli soldiers and cheer upon
the evacuating buses. For the
Palestinians, the removal of
Israel from Gaza and the West
.Bank is a long-overdue action.
For Palestinians in the region life
has been increasingly difficult
"USAID discovered in 2002
that one in five Palestinian children under the age of 5 suffer
from acute or chronic malnutrition. This is due to the severe
restrictions place on the Palestinians by the Israeli government." This, the reaction of
Ameer Zufari, member of the

Muslim Student Association at
UCF, he added, ''roughly half of
the 1.2 million in the Gaza Strip
arechildrenwhoaregrowingup
in a dangerous, densely populated area with little hope, and·this
must be changed"
Since the end -of WWII, ·
Israelis and Palestinians have
fought and died over a small bit
of land which, to each, is a holy
and sacred place. Both sides
stake a passionate claim and neither has been eager to part with
the place they call home. However, there have been concessions made in the past
The Israeli/Palestinian dispute is a long-standing, volatile
and complex situation. The
return of Gaza and the West
Bank to Palestine will need time
before its consequences or
tewards can be realized. The·
fate of a people is hanging in the
balance as the scales of war and
peace tilt and sway in either
direction.
Said Zufari: "I pray that their
will soon be peace, but the Palestinians must .have a secure
homeland and be given their
certain unalienable rights that
have been taken away by such
means as curfews, roadblocks,
and rationing of water.':
As Ariel Sharon stated to his
people in his Aug. 15 address:
"To an out-stretched hand we
shall respond with an olive
branch, but we shall fight fire
with the harshest fire ever.'' .

"
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Problems delay opening 9f 'resort' pool
SEAN LAVIN

· . "'.' . - "

·

'

·; .
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News Editor

UCF's planned resort-style
leisure pool has suffered additional construction setbacks,
which will push back the opening several weeks, including the
location of the pool's chlorination system
.
The pool, which boasts
approximately 7,000 square feet
of surface area and has a depth
ranging from a zero-entry point
to as deep as 5 feet, was originally planned to be opened last
semester at the end of spring
break.
The newest setback to
plague the pooL which some say
resembles a tropical! resort,
ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
invoives · the location of .the The opening of the 7,000-square-foot pool adjacent to the Recreation and Wellness Center has been delayed for a few m~re weeks.
pool's chlorination system
The 0riginal location of the
But before that can happen, architect bears some respon5i- more Travis Blessinger, who was
a top performer on his high
pool's chlorination system was Wilkening explained, "They bility for the faulty design.
too close to the newly-construct- have to find the appropriate way
"The bottom line is that it has school swim team. Blessinger
ed championship volleyball to c;hlorinate the pooL and then to be done safely, so it's better to said he plans to visit the pool
court's bleachers, and could have from there it has to be approved have it held up a little than to several times each week to
posed a danger to spectators, by the state fire marshall and open it too soon," Wilkening escape the brutal Central Florida
confirmed Recreation and Well- health inspector.''
added
heat
Once the pool does open, stuSophomore Katy Smith said
Although Wilkening said
ness Center associate director
architects are already drawing dents can look forward to excit- that after attending UCF for a
Jim Wtlkening.
Prior to the setback caused up plans, a concrete completion ing events. :Tue pool has a stage year she has seen many delays in
by the placement of the chlori- date of the pool 'r emains uncer- for performers, and Wilkening construction, and isn't surprised
nation section, a large tinsel tain, because construction can- has already been talking to the that the leisure pool has faced
structure that provides shade to not begin on the new chlorina- Office of Student Involvement setbacks as well
'We have to wait for everycertain areas of the pool while tion system until the state and the Campus ActiVities
allowing for sun in others, also approves the new plans.
Board to establish a partnership thing on this campus and we're
sick of waiting;• she said "They
caused a delay because itwas the
The total original budget for for future programs.
The pool will also provide need to have everything done by
the new pool is j(Ist under $2.9
wrong size.
'We are completing work on million and was paid for out of new jobs for students, especially the date they say the will"
Graduate student Jen Helthe chlorination system and the state's Capital Improvement as lifeguards. A full complement
of lifeguards has been hired, man, who has worked in the Stuwhen finished, a final inspection 'frustFund
by the fire marshall and health
It is uncertain whether the trained and is ready for the dent Government Association
department offices will occur, at university or the architect will opening, according to MacK- during her undergraduate years
spent at UCF, wasn't as upset
which time we anticipate receiv- bear the increased cost resulting own's statement
But with all the benefits the about the delays. She said she is
..ing,a certificate of occupancy to from the chlorination system .
'open the pooL" read a statement being installed in the wrong new pool promises, some stu- just looking forward to its openissued by assistant vice presi- · pla~e. Although Wtlkening does- dents are getting tired ofwaiting. ing.
"Hopefully it's worth the
"It lookS good, qut I Wish it
dent of Campus Life Patti MacK- n't oversee the pool's construction budgeting, he suspects the would open already," said soph~ wait," Helman said
own.

you may have missed

Iran says it plans to offer more
nuclear proposals to Europe

TEHRAN, Iran - Iran will
soon offer new proposals for
negotiations with Europe over
its controversial nuclear program, the country's ultraconservative president said
Wednesday. The,Bush administration responded by Jaying
the European diplomatic
process "still has legs."
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said he instructed the Supreme National
Security Council to draw up a
new set of proposals over
Iran'.s uranium enrichment
program.
Iran has so far said it does- •
n't see any role for the United
States to play as long as it continues to maintain its hostile
approach toward Iran.
The
comments
by
Ahmadinejad suggest he
wants to launch a new process
of dialogue in the hope of persuading Europe to recognize
Iran's right to enrich uranium.
Europe has been trying to persuade Iran in the talks to give
up its uranium enrichment
program in return for economic incentives, a proposal
Irah has rejected.

•

•

•
•

·1raq marshlands rebound.after
Saddam~ fall with vegetation
TOKYO - The marshlands of southern Iraq, said to
be the inspiration for the bibli- ·
cal Garden of Eden, have
recovered rapidly since the fall
of Saddam Hussein, whose
regime turned much of ,the
lush waterscape into arid salt
flats, the United Nations said
Wednesday.
New satellite imagery
shows a rapid increase in
water and vegetation cover in
the past three years, with the
marshes rebounding to about
37 percent of their 1970 extent,
from about 10 percent in 2002,
the U.N. Environmental Program said
Saddam drained much of
the Mesopotamian waters
between the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers by building
dams, dikes and canals after
the Marsh Arab inhabitants ·
supported a Shiite Muslim
rebellion following the 1991
Persian Gulf War. He also t
ordered thousands killed.
As recently as 2001, some
experts forecasted the marshlands would disappear by

•
•

•

2008.

But restoration efforts since
the fall of Saddam reversed
much of the damage, bringing
the current area to 1,400
square miles. The expanse
swelled to 50 percent of the
1970 range in the spring but
dwindled due to summer
' evaporation rates.

•

Rescuers search for survivors after
Peru plane crash
LIMA, Peru - Rescuers
combed a jungle marsh
Wednesday for victims of a . .
Peruvian airliner that split in
two after an emergency landing during a hailstorm, killing
at least 31 people and leaving
10 missing. 57 people. escaped
the burning wreckage, wading
away through knee-deep mud.
TANS Peru Flight 204 'was .
PLEASE SEE
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Call for Info

specializing In:
High and Low Lights
Perms • Straightening
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Correction Men and
Women's Haircutting

Open Mic Night
The Future· wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
,..,1 Wednesday edition.
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WEDNESDAYS

LET US KNOW

NATION&
WORLD

THURSDAYS

'Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.
----No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME ,.
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. colonial)
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Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com
Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
?tpy ointments 1tecominei:d'ea Wa(k-1ns ?lcceptta w~en ava !fa6(e flll!!!!!!PI
·
WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD ~I l: ..........J
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UNIVERSITY SHOPPES - CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALA FAYA

12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD.• ORLANDO, FL 32817 • 407-658•2121
MOH l 2pm - 8pm TUES

HURS 9am - 8pm FRI .9am - Spm SAT am - 4pm SUM closed
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PER MONTll +

MONTHl:Y lAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

J

, P/Locks, P/Windows, mt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, (D, And Much,·Much More!!

New Jetta rated·as a "Best ·

*48 mo. lease plas tax. Total due at signing is $248
ti"'-"•.n.1 which includes security deposit, PLUS firstpayment t
TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;37/05
i;'.'lh!llw.'<'<'.I

Pick" in Side.Impact Test.
- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test ·

j

2005 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/l,. Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Mudt More!

......

_

_........

UB"'fN&~rAx

FOR 48 MONTHS

euoE sE11cT•••

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $239 which includes security deposit,.PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;37/05 .

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
2005
·TOUAREG 4X4

2005 New GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power

PER

LEASE FOR

. 29

>;.

"
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,
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·
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BIG SELECTION['
l

·

4

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $429 which' includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&l. *See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;31/05 .

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

* 48 mo.

)

MONTH+

MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

..

)

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
.CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGL.
Auto, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm Pwr
Pkg, CD and Much More!

LEASE FOR

$295

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit; Cruise,
Keyless Remote, CD and Much More!

PER MONTH+

"

MONTHLY }fAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEREI
f·
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'

-

.
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*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $295 which includes security deposit, PLUS first ·
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;31/05

PER.MONTH+ ·
MONTHLY TAX

fOR f8_MQNTHS · ·

·"'

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289, which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for detail~. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 8;31/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Y~/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
·1
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CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

f!i/'FIRST
TIME
BUYER

fV COLLEGE-GRAD
PRO~RAM

.

Drivers wanted~

'M CREDIT
'
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VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS {Purchase or Lease)
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SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

M-F 9-9 SAT. 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
"

407-365-3300

visit our website
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NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

COLLEGE SURVIVAL TIP

Woomsin-Madison tops "party
schools" list again

ASKING THE
FOLKS FOR MONEY.

MADISON, Wis. - The
University of WIScons~
Madison topped the list of
the nation's party schools
despite a decade-long effort
by school officials to reduce
its reputation for heavy
drinking.
UW-Madison has ranked
among the top party schools
on the annual Princeton
Review report in 13 out of the
14 years it has compiled the
list and was No. 3 a year ago.
Meanwhile, Brigham Young
University was tops among
"stone cold sober" schools
for the eighth straight year.
UW-Madison Chancellor
John Wiley dismissed the
report Monday as "junk science that results in a day of
national media coverage."
The top party schools
rankings are based on survey
responses regarding alcohol
and drug use, hours of study
each day, and the number of
students in fraternities and
sororities.

Judge overturns boy's expulsion
for violent rap lyrics
PIITSBURGH - A federal judge on Wednesday
overturned the expulsion of
a 14-year-old student who
wrote profane rap lyrics
because the songs, though
violent, didn't amount to
"true threats" against the
boy's school and were therefore protected by the First
Amendment.
The Riverside Beaver
County School District
kicked out Anthony Latour
because officials believed
the lyrics constituted threats
to shoot up the school and
another student.
The American Civil Liberties Union sued on
Latour's behalf Aug. 3, claiming the songs were "bat:tle
rap" - a genre of the street
music in which two people
try to out-rhyme each other,
often using violent putdowns.

Program to encourage lowincome enrollment unveiled
CHEYENNE, Wyo.
State education officials
· unveiled a $42 million program Tuesday to encourage
lower-income students to get
on track for college.
The GEAR UP program
- short for Gaining Early
Awareness and Readiness for
Undergraduate Programs will give up to 2,000 eligible
students advice on classes
they should take, careers
- they might consider and how
to apply for college.
"We can help our
Wyoming students not only
get through their primary
education but move on into
secondary
education,''
Wyoming first lady Nancy
Freudenthal said at a news
conference in the Capitol
rotunda.

THEY WANT TO GIVE.
YOU JUST HAVE TO HELP THEM REALIZE IT.

ASSOOAJID PRESS

R.omina Mara para embraces a family member in a Peruvial\ hospital after being resrued in
a marsh in the wake ofan airliner which aashed during an emergency landing.

FROM Al

the world's fifth major airline
accident in August, making it
the deadliest month for plane
c:tisasters in three years.
The Boeing 737-200 was
carrying 98 people, including a
crew of six. on a domestic
flight from the Peruvian capital of Lima to the Amazon city
of Pucallpa. airline spokesman
Jorge Belevan said at a news
conference in giving the first
extensive details of the accident. It had previously said an
estimated 100 people were
aboard.
Belevan said there were at
least 57 survivors, with 31 bodies recovered and 10 people
still missing. He said the missing might include survivors
from Pucallpa who returned to
their homes after the crash
without receiving medical
assistance.

Venezuela condemns Robertson
comments against president
CARACAS, Venezuela Pat Robertson's call for American agents to assassinate
President Hugo Chavez is a
"terrorist" statement that
needs to be investigated by
U.S. authorities, Venezuela
said Tuesday. The Bush

administration quickly distanced itselffrom the religious
broadcaster:
Robertson's
suggestion
Monday that the United States
"take out" Chavez to stop
Venezuela from becoming a
"launching pad for communist
influence and Muslim extremism" appeared likely to aggravate tensions between the
United States and the world's
fifth-largest oil exporting
country.
Chavez, who was democratically elected, has emerged
as one of the most outspoken
critics of President Bush.
accusing the United States of
conspiring to topple his government and possibly backing
plots to assassinate him. The
United States is the top buyer
of Venezuelan oil, but Chavez
has made it dear he wants to
decrease
the
country's
dependence on the U.S. market by finding other buyers.
Wmding up a visit to Cuba.
Chavez said in response to
questions from reporters
about Roberston's remarks
that such comments did not
matter to him and that he
would prefer to "talk about ·
life."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

GOT EDUCATION •

BUT NEED PERSONAL
TRANSFORMATION?

Always a dclicare conversation, ir's usually besr ro hit th.em up befon:
grades come out. Requests are besr preceded by observacions like "Jes so cold in here
I can see my breach" and "Wow, I'm just wasting away &om hunger." .

And here's another sirategy for making a litcle excra scratch: Free Checking&om
Washington Mutual. There's no minimum balance required ro avoid a moochly service charge and
ici free ro sign up for a V ISa• Check Caret Plus there's free ooline bill pay available ar wamu.com.
Next to good relations with the parental units, Free Checking from Washington Murual
.is your best bet. Swing by your local Washington Mutual FmanciaJ Center or
call I-800-788-7000 ro start living the high life chis semesrer.

FREE CHECKING WITH NO MONTHLY FEE
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BALANCE

Pill Washington Mutual
liiiil

Same Books
Less Bucks

•
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Expert CU should be held to
high standard in plagiarism case
DENVER - An expert on
academic freedom said
Tuesday the University of
Colorado should be held to a
high standard of proof if it
tries to punish an embattled
professor on allegations of
plagiarism.
A faculty committee is
investigating research misconduct charges against
Ward Churchill, a tenured
professor of ethnic studies
who' first came under fire for
likening Sept.11 victims to an
infamous Nazi. Churchill has
denied the allegations.
He came under .fire this
year over an essay comparing some World Trade Center victims to Adolf Eichmann,
who
helped
orchestrate the Holocaust.
He has refused to retract
the statement but said he
wishes he had phrased it differently.

..

- PAUL DAVIS UCF HONOR GRAD, HARVARD, HoFSTRA LAw,
U. OF WASHINGTON, FITNESS TRAINER
(AFAA) , INTERNATIONAL CoACH FmERATION,
NLP COACH & MmER PRACTITIONER,

INSTllUTE OF MANAGEMENT (ONSULTANTS,
AsSOCIATION FOR (ONFLICT RESOWTION,
AUTHOR, NmoNAL SPEAKERS Assoc!Ar10N,

WORiD TRAVELER (SO COUNTRIES).

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

"Remove Unwanted Hair Now!"

Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or bleaching those unwanted hairs? Well,
finally there is a quick and easy solution for putting an end to that unsightly hair growth.
Discover the facts about the latest advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and learn
what razor manufacturers and cosmetic companies don't want you to know when it comes to
hair removal in a special report entitled, "Laser Hair Removal: How To Quickly and Easily Remove
Unwanted Hair". For your free copy call toll-free 1-800-903-1879 for a 24 hr. recorded message
and enter ID# 2208 or go to www lookGoodWithoutSurgery.info
;

Amazon.com has your textbooks for less
•All new and used books backed by Amazon's
money-back guarantee*
• Free shipping on orders over $25*
• Millions of titles across all subjects and classes

,
www.amazon.com/textbooks

amazon.com®
'-

..

,;'/ and you're done:"

"Restrictions apply. See Web site for details.
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Tropical Storm Katrina drawing near
•

~

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

. Katrina threatens southern Florida
Tropical ~torm Katrina could become ahurricane
before making landfall in southern Florida.
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Much like the latest predictions from the National Oceanic & Atmospheric .Administration expected, storm activity is
picking up over the Atlantic
Ocean as .Tropical Storm Katrina has made its way through
the Bahamas and may hit
South Florida sometime
tomorrow or Saturday.
Only a tropical depression a
few days ago, Katrina has been
growing stronger and was displaying winds of nearly 40
mph as late as yesterday
evening. However, given Katrina's late development into a
tropical storm, it may not have
enoughtimeorenvironIIlental
resources to become a hurricane. Current projections have
Katrina taking a toll on all of
South Florida and some of
(:entral Florida as early as
tomorrow
evening
and
throughout the entire weekend.
.
According to the NOAA,
Katrina's path takes it across
South Florida and into the Gulf
0f Mexico by tomorrow night
with the bulk of the storm less
than likely to reach Orlando.
f!owever, Katrina will provide
all of Central Florida with
plenty of rain and possible
heavy wind bands over the

COURTESY NOAA

Tropical Storm Katrina is expected to take a path across South Florida Friday with winds at nearly 40 miles per hour.

next few day$. The UCF
Department of Health and
Environmental Safety is taking
proper steps in seeing that
there' is no dangerous debris
around campus, particularly

near student housing. Campus
will not be close.d during the
storm.
.Flooding is also a strong
possibility in some areas of
South and Central Florida.

Total rainfall is predicted to be
between· six and 12 inches and
isolated maximum amounts of
15 to 20 inches are expected,
according to the latest NOAA
public advisory at press time.

SOURCES: AccuWeather; USGS

AP

r..Opieafstormlcatrina- --LOCATION
24.4°N
76.6°W

MOVEMENT
MAXWIND
NW 7 mph
SO mph
As of 8 a .m. EDT

- - - Projected path

Window of movement
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Welcome to graduate study at UCF. You have picked a top-notch research
univers.ity _where opportun-ities abound. Quality academic programs, grea~ ·faculty,
student associations, and services prqvide you the best experience possible.

If you need information on resources to help you accomplish criti~al tasks as a
new student, please visit our w:ebsite at www.graduate.ucf~edu or stop by ·
our office in Millican Hall, Room 230 .
•

•

•

GREEK BEAT

·Fraternity returns to home on campus after
hurricanes forced closin& massive repairs
JANESSA SMITH
StaffWriter

After being closed since
January 2005 due to exte11&ive
hurricane damages in the fall
of last year, the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house was
reopened for temporary occupancy on Aug. lZ
A Temporary Certificate of
Occupancy was given to the
fraternity house to allow students to move in while classes
•start; although some fire code
issues still needed to be
worked out before permanent
occupancy can be restored.
"It's been a very long and
educational process for everyone involved, but just having
the brothers back in the house
is what's most important,"
Keviri O'Connell, Sig Ep's
housing corporation president
said. Among the major repairs
to the house are a brand new
chapter hall, seven brand new
bedrooms upstairs, a new
up!?tairs member lounge, a
new alumni room, brand new
AC units and a brand new roof.
Fraternity and sorority
houses act as the center and
heart of the chapter. "It is
where Sig Ep ends and Sig Ep
begins," member Christopher
.Hancock said. "With a new
house, we are looking forward
to a new beginning. I am really
excited to see Sigma Phi
Epsilon on the map of UCF
again."
Residents of the house have
been working hard to organize
and prepare their rooms while
dealing with the burden of
classes starting. Since the
house was renovated the. exist. ing beds were demolished and
students are now required to
construct their own bunk beds
that meet with the university's
fire codes.
While the closing of the
house was a burden to everyone in the chapter, those
involved try use this experience as a learning one. "We
hope that our situation, while
certainly unpleasant and taxing on the chapter, has taught
us and each of the other oncampus houses that our chapter homes should not be taken
for granted,'' O'Connell said.

Recruitment near for men
Fraternity
Recruitment
begins this Tuesday with the
opening ceremony held in the
Pegasus Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
Fraternities, unlike sororities,
recruit members twice a year,
once in the Fall .semester and
again in the Spring semester.

•

•
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42 residents of the Sigma Phi Epsilon house were left homeless last january after the house was dosed due to extensive hurricane damage.

Members of the 19 frat~rnity
chapters will gather for the
opening ceremony as a way to
inform those students interested in Greek-lettered organizations about their particular
chapter.
Beginning this Wednesday
until Sept. 2, each fraternity ·
chapter will either set up tents
or open its doors to allow students to meet the brothers and
learn about the chapter. "Even
if you are not sure about joining a fraternity, it's a good way
to see another aspect of UCF,''
Dan Fox, an executive member
of Interfraternity Council said.
"You might find some people
you connect with that could be
the friends you have for the
rest of your life.''
Fox encourages students to
get involved with recruitment
because he feels that Greeklettered organizations benefit
UCF through on campus
involvement and community
service projects. "Fraternities
also breed UCF school spirit
by their large support of UCF
events both social and athletic,'' Fox said.

Some residents
unhappy with
north location
FROM

(

Fraternities are beneficial to you join a fraternity you are
the individual as well. ''All not just joining a UCF organiGreek organizations provide zation, you are joining a
students with many opportu- national organization,'' Fox
nities such as life-long friend- said.
"While going through with
ships, leadership development,
personal growth, community recruitment it is important to
service, philanthropy, net- have an open mind. There.are
working etc.'' a representative many different organizations
from Greek Affairs said. within IFC, so find the right
"These students then utilize one for you. Attend as many
their skills to impact the UCF events as possible; recruitment
community
by
getting is your chance to meet new
involved in many different people,'' a representative from
facets.''
Greek Affairs said.
Members often gain leadership and social skills through DU win·snational award
The UCF chapter of the
active participation and are
more likely to be involved with Delta Upsilon fraternity was
on, campus organizations such honored by their national·
as Student Government Asso- organization with an award for
ciation and Campus Activities Excellence in Alumni RelaBoard. According to the tions. The UCF chapter
National Panhellenic Council received the award at DUs
Web site, about 80 percent of 2005 Leadership Institute held
UCF's student leaders are in recently in Denver, Colo.
Greek-lettered organizations.
DU at UCF earned the
Fraternities also offer the praise because they were the
benefit of networking and an top chapter in the nation in
alumni association that can best ~ultivating a solid relapresent career and internsµip tionship with its alumni over
opportunities that non-Greek the past year, according to a
students may not get. "When press release.
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agree to answer questions.
However, a disclaimer was
made at the beginning of the
meeting which left many
scratching their heads. "They
told us that they would not
answer any questions in the
meeting room. Rather, they
would meet with us in the hallway to answer questions." Klee
says this was because the
administration did not wish to
go on record infront of the
court reporter and news cameras. "They did not w~t to go
on record"
There is a third proposal
gaining modest support among
some more creative residents.
Klee pointed out that there is a
perfectly laid-out plot of land
with access·to the major highway, plenty of buffer room and
adequate space for parking:
President Hitt's house. "The
land occupied by the president's home is perfect. From
the highway you could see the
lights of the stadium. The sta. dium could become the flagship of the university in a
prominent position.'' Klee is
asking, "Why hide the stadium
in the north site when you
could show it off in such a
prime location?" Of course,
this proposal will likely never
meet the bargaining table, but

...

ome

"Weare not
against building _a
stadium for
UCF... But there
should be
responsible
growth with
consideration to
the community,"

,.

*Do YOU HAVEA TICKET?
*NEED .TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7

* No CLASSROOM ATTENDANCE
REOUIREO!

- LAURA KLEE
UCF AREA HOMEOWNERS COALITION

rl

some do see·the merits of such
a suggestion.
No final decisions have
been publicly made concerning the site and start date of the ,
stadium building project. Residents. are continuing to rally
support and will be back to
haggle with university officials
at the Nov. 9 meeting. In the
meantime, residents want people to know that they are not
trying to be antagonistic. Klee
says they only want to be
included and given consideration. ''We have a responsibility
to work with the univer;;ity and
they have a responsibility to
WO~ with us.''

WE CAN HELP!!!
• ONLINE COURSES, ANYTl.ME,· 24/7!
• FAST fi FUN!
• STATE APPROVED

(

888-312-6874
www.FLticket.com
I
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ALLIES Promotes safe
haven, support for gays

)

On a daily basis, anti-homo- . ignorance and intolerance
sexual comments are made toward gay, lesbian, bisexual
not being promoted because without people even realizing and transgender people.
those who were promoted it. Each little comment adds
Recognizing an obligation
were not given extra pay.
up and can be scarring to a to educate, advocate, support
~ "It would have been nice to person's well-being.
and serve, GLBSU provides
~t more recognition for the
Corey Hloska, another students with opportunities to
good work I did," McCoy"said. UCF student, works at join together to learn, volun· Throughout his employ- Responsible Education and teer, take action and enhance
ment he constantly heard Action for Campus Health, as their own lives while attendo.t her employees and supervi- an HIV tester and peer educa- ing UCF. By way o'f discussion
sors make discriminatory tor. ·
groups, guest speakers; special
jokes in his presence. He was
Hloska is required to ask all events and various social
even assaulted once as a test-takers if they have ever activities, GLBSU serves as a
female employee kissed him. had sexual relations · with respite from a non-inclusive
When he reported it, his supe- another man.
culture. Accordingly, the
rior said that there was noth"Men usually laugh or are . efforts of GLBSU continue to
ing he could do because she defensive," Hloska said. "It's prevent misinformation and
had to admit it.
·
an uncomfortable question bridge the gap between cul"I was bloWll away," McCoy and the defensive answers are tures.
said. "If the roles were sometimes hurtful even if they
UCF Victim Services proreversed, something would don't realize it."
vides free confidential inforhave been done about it."
The UCF campus includes mation, advocacy and support
One day, store manager many programs that help fight to students, faculty (!Ild staff
David Fox called McCoy into against discrimination, coun- who may be victims or surhis office and told him that he sel homosexual and transgen- vivors of crime, violence or
was fired. The reason he was der students, reduce homo- abuse on or off the UCF camgiven was that he had argued phobia and heterosexism and pus.
with a supervisor. After deny- to promote diversity on earnThe Office of Equal Opporing this charge and even get- pus.
tunity· is responsible for the
ting the supervisor to admit
ALL~ES is a 3-year-old promonitoring of civil rights laws,
that it was not "exactly" an gram created through the UCF guidelines, policies and proargument, McCoy was still Counseling Center for UCF grams at the federal, state,
f'rred.
students, staff and faculty agency and university levels.
. "There was no reason for members interested in show- The EO Office facilitates caml!le to be fired," McCoy said. "I ing visual support for gay, les- pus policies and programs for
was a good employee and ., bian, bisexual and transgender students, faculty, staff, applinever late."
persons at the university.
cants, visitors and community
. However, Fox has a very
These people have been members in accordance with
d.i fferent viewpoint. Accord- trained and are willing to pro- more than 10 statutes and
ing to him, McCoy was argu- vide a safe haven, a listening numerous sets of guidelines.
mentative with the senior ear and support to gay, lesbian, These policies and programs
manager and he did not come bisexual or transgender per- are normally administered by
il)to work as scheduled. When sons. An Ally is also open to operating units and monitored
a1>ked his thoughts on why- answering questions about by EO. Programs to prevent
McCoy believes he was !ired, sexual orientation issues. All discrimination on the basis of
Fox said, "That's funny, ALLIES have a placard visible race, gender, national origin,
because no one knew he was in their offices or residence age, religion, handicap/disabilgay."
hall rooms so they can be eas- ity statµs, marital status and
: "We promote the better ily identified.
veterans' status are included
~ployees who work hard,"
Another UCF group that in the mission.
Fox said. "This issue has never supports the rights of people
These are only a few of the ·
been a problem at any store, of all sexual orientations is the helpful programs found on
ahd I've been here for 10 Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student ·campus. When asked to give
years."
Union. As part of UCF, advice to others who are dis;· Fox went on to say that GLBSU strives to eliminate criminated against, McCoy
McCoy is "deferring his homophobia on campus and said. "Don't ignore it. Look for
;esponsibilities wherever he in the community and mend any option you have to fight
~}in, and that's unfortunate."
the detrimental effects of hate, it."
'·
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Get credit where credit is due. CLEPaD helps you earn college
credit for what you already know. By passing a CLEP. exam
you could earn from 3 to 12 college credits. There are exams in 35
introductory college-level subjects. All Florida community
colleges and state universities award credit for successful
CLEP scores. Check with your institution about its CLEP policy
and make an appointment at your college's test center today.

,
-- - -- - - - -- - - .. - .. -- _.._.._ ... ,..._.~ ......... --- -~
If you didn't buy your textbooks at Half.com, you paid too much. •
Half.com has all the textbooks you need like chemistry, astronomy
and history for a lot less.

'~-.A••-

FOR A LIMITED TIME, SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $5 ON PURCHASES
Of $50 OR MORE~ SIMPLY USE THIS CODE: BOOKSCHEAP
• $5 off promotion open to li:gal U.S. residents 16 years of age er older who are first-time buyers on Katt.com.
$5 ofl promotion good for first-limo purchase of $50 or more. excluding shipping and handling, on
Half.com only. Limit one o1fer per user ID. and offer may not be combined with any other offer. coupon or
promotion. Vold where prolllb1ted, tared or restricted. Offer expires September 30, 2005 at 11'59o59pm Pl
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Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight? .
, .
d t? Fake ID?
Disorderly Con uc ·
. · . . ?
Drug Po.ssession? .Underage Dr!nking ..

'

YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

•
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FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

•'
•
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Officer Donald Freeman, pictured with his new K-9 partner, Rambo, is one of the late-night patrol officers who has been a familiar face around the Greek housing area.

·

Education key factor in program .
FROM

Al

Panhellenic Council's ''.Adopt-A-Cop" program, which is an effort to create positive
public relations with the university police,"
Greg Mason, Director of Fraternity/Sorority Housing and Development at UCF, said
via e-mail.
"It was also born from the need of safety
and security. UCF is now a very large university. That also brings some unwanted situations. There have been reported thefts in
and around the campus area, and this program will hopefully assist in diminishing
those issues, allowing the police to prevent
crimes before they occur. There are also
many services that UCFPD can provide,
from engraving equipment such as stereos
and computers to registering bicycles."
UCFPD previously used a similar progr~ with the Greek houses; however, limitations in manpower over the years made it
impossible until now. Under this program,
Greek organizations on campus will basically have their own officer working with
them to act as an ambassador between the
department and the chapter. With one officer assigned to each chapter, UCFPD is
hoping to have face-to-face resolutions if
the students have any questions regarding
normal police protocol.
''We want to make sure there are no barriers between what we're trying to go
· through as far as the law enforcement function," Williamson said. "If they have any
problems or questions as to why we do certain things they can always get with their
COPS officer and work out any differences
anq try to understand the roles of the Police
Department."

I can't believe' I paid

On top of trying to further educate oncampus residents of police procedure, the
officers will also be helping the Greek
organizations by providing information on
the many issues that often affect all students.
.
"They want to do programs that are
community-based," Williamson. said of the
officers and the Greek organizations
they've been assigned to. "They'll be working with our office and relations unit to
coordinate different programs they may
want to do, whether it's alcohol or rape
awareness or DUis and things like that.
They'll be working with our unit as far as
coordinating different types ofprograms on
a one-on-one basis."
Over the next academic year, campus
officials are hoping that campus residents
will take advantage of the opportunity provided by the program to meet with and
interact with UCFPD in a non-confrontational manner in order to raise awareness of
the actions individuals can take to make
campus life safer than it already. is. Students
and officers will work together in order to
create educational programs as well as help
keep each other informed of any trends in
questionable activity.
As each on-campus fraternity and sorority has been paired with another Greek
organization and partnered with their own
police officer, the police will assist the chapters with the transition into the program.
More than anything, Greek officials. are
hoping this process will help build a
stronger sense of trust and familiarity
between police officers and the Greek system.
"This is a great partnership between the
(UCF) Police, Housing and Residence Life,

and the fraternity/sorority community,"
Mason said.
·
"Expect a greater relationship between
our housing fadlities, both in residence life,
the fraternity/sorority community and the
University Police Department. This program will hopefully reduce the impact and
fear of crime on campus; having students
and officers get to know one another better,
help chapters conduct workshops if needed, assist chapters in effective approaches
to resolving conflicts, increase patrol effectiveness, establishing community-based
crime prevention projects ~d working
together so that students can have the best
collegiate residential experience possible."
The program will begin with UCF's
main campus and the goal by the academic
year's end is to reach the nearly 1,000
Greek-affiliated students as well as the 5,752
students living in traditional on-campus
student housing.
·
According to Williamson, there was only
one officer assigned to Greek Park in the
Adopt-A-Cop capacity when the program
was in action five years ago. The success of
this new program will be based·on familiarity between the officers and the students
they interact with and Williamson and
Gavette are both confident that 1.t will help
alleviate a great deal of criminal activity on
campus.
Some of the Greek organizations have
already begun to help solidify the relationship with UCFPD as they have made donations to help the departme.n t afford a few
new furry faces in the K-9 division_
The department is still in the process of
acquiring new dogs and will have the new
four-legged officers in place sometime in
September.
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Tired of outlandish interest ...

.Guaranteed approval.
No credit or e~ployment verification.
Minimum $1800 to $300K maximum.
Personal loans or small business loans accepted-.
Lowest interest rate at 3°/o!
Immediate a,c cess to your cash.
Everyone is approved!
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Call 1 Year Cash Advance

800-238-1913
between 1 Oam - 6pm

,_,

e'Y'ail: 1yearcashadvance@rock.com
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Teacher·sends out
wrong lesson
0

I)

j

n Wednesday a letter,
allegedly written by Jan
P. Hall and sent to her
congressman, was translated
and published in the Spanish
· newspaper, El Nuevo Dia. The
letter was both ignorant and
offensive and caused a riot in
the Hispanic community.
The official letter has not
been released to the public, but
according to the Spanish translation of the letter, the letter
states that Puerto Ricans are
destroying Orlfilido, foreigners
.are leeching off taxpayers'
money, immigrants are responsible for the diminishing quality
of schools and laws should be
created to prohibit them from
coming to Central Florida
The letter also disparages ·
Mexicans, Middle Easterners
and Haitians. The letter also
complained that Puerto Rican
teachers who work here have
the equivalent of a fifth-grade
education.
Once it was discovered that
she was a teacher at Sadler Elementary School, Superintendent
Ron Blocker immediately suspended the 59-year-old teacher
without pay. Hall has made no
comments to the public regarding the letter since then.
Although the letter is protected by the First Amendment
and Hall does have the right of
free speech, she is also a teachef

and it is the responsibility of the try no matter how many letters
teacher to conduct themselves
are written to U.S. congressmen.
responsibly.
It would be one thing for
If indeed she did write the
Hall to be the movie theatre
attendant who sells popcorn
letter, Hall has destroyed that
responsibility, she has destroyed and soda, b:ut it's another thing
the trust that parents place
for her to be teaching young
children if she holds.these
upon teachers, and she has
destroyed the confidence placed beliefs. Hate is not inherited. It
upon teachers to treat their stuis something that is taught from
dents fairly and equally. How
generation to generation. It
would be embarrassing for Cencan parents believe that Hall
will treat all her students equal- tral Florida to have a teacher
that is filled with hate; especially if she wrote such a discrimily considering more than half of
nating letter? What parent,
the students at Sadler Elemenespecially a Hispanic parent, is
going to feel comfortable having tary are Hispanic.
their child being taught by Hall?
These blatantly discriminatoIf these are her views, it
ry statements violated the
seems that Hall has forgotten all "Code of Ethics and the Princiabout the basis of this country.
ples of Professional Conduct"
The United 'States is a country
that all Florida educators must
with a rich immigrant heritage. · follow. The code states that
If it wasn't for the Europeans
teachers shall not "harass or diswho immigrated to here, this
criminate against any student"
country would not have evolved based on "race, national origin
to what it is today. Currently, the or ethnicity." If she wrote the
number of immigrants in the
hateful letter, she has broken the
United States is at its highest
code and she should suffer the
point in history and is expected
consequences.
to continue to increase.
Last Tuesday night the
According to the U.S. Census school board agreed with BlockBureau, the foreign-born popuer.to continue Hall's suspension
lation increased from 19.8 miland they are expected to vote
lion in 1990 to 31.1 million in
again to possibly fire Hall on
2000 and now accounts for ll.l
Sept. 13. If she wrote the letter,
percent of the total population.
an example needs to be made
Based on these numbers; it is
out of Hall to show others in her
pretty safe to say that people are • position that no discrimination
going to immigrate to this coun- will be tolerated in schools.

OUR STANCE

•

ast week U.S. News &
World Report released its
annual edition of ·~erica's Best Colleges," in which it
ranks all national universities
based on a number of academic
standards and statistics.
·
' UCF received its highest
ranking·ever as this year's report
has it listed in the third tier of
universities. The school has only
ranked in the fourth tier in years
past .
The third tier ranks schools
from 125 through 180, while the
~ fourth tier merely lists schools in
· alphabetical order as opposed to
dignifying ranks. The move is
somewhat academically monumental for UCF as it puts the
university a step higher than
most of the schools in the state
and proves what most students
have known for quite sometime
- UCF is slowly creeping up on
the state's three big schools in
terms of academics.
But for all of the rankings and
statistics, a question is raised
concerning the validity of these
types of reports. There really
isnt an entirely scientific
process behind the rankings ·
because they don't take into
account campus size or the
degree programs offered at one
university that may not be
offered at another. Regardless,
it's a fine compliment to the
never-ending quest for national
familiarity that UCF has been
.
looking for.
,
UCF President John Hitt
, called the distinction of moving

to the third tier "an honor" and
said that it is "a validation of the
hard work and dedication of all
those who make this a great university."·
.
He's absolutely correct in this
regard. There are many profes~
sors who serve at this university
and don't get the recognition
they deserve for helping their
students improve academically
and for helping UCF to receive
this boost in attention from the
report.
The rankings in ·~erica's
Best Colleges" are the most
notable of their kind. Any spot
above the fourth tier offers the
college a great service as far as
public relations and creating
notability when compared to the
state schools still lingering in
those subpar alphabetical tiers.
This ranking sets UCF apart
from Florida Atlantic and South
Florida when it comes to quality
high school seniors making the
decision on.where they will
spend the next four years of
their academic life.
While U.S. News & World
Report offers the most valid of
any of the university rankings,
there are other national reports
that tend to eliminate the importance of academic rankings. Take
for instance the Princeton
Review, which publishes "The
Best 361 Colleges" each year.
This report ranks national universities in categories from Best
Overall Academic Experience
for Undergraduates to Students
Most Nostalgic for Bill Clinton.

The entire process of the
Princeton Review seems like a
brown-nosing popularity contest
in which the school that participates the most in assisting with
studies receives top prize in categories that are absolutely trivial.
Perhaps the most inane of all
of the Princeton Review's rankings is the Top Party Schools category, in which institutions of
higher learning are rewarded for
how much higher their students
get than other schools.
It's a fun category and most
college students love the bragging ri~ts, but when it comes
down to it, we don't need to .
know - or celebrate - whieh
school has the highest rate of
marijuana use in the nation. Any
school should be embarrassed to
know that it ranks the highest in
hard-alcohol consumption.
The only purpose for such
categories should be as a learning tool for these colleges to educate the students and cut down
on such embarrassing statistics.
· While no one can deny that
UCF definitely has a great
nightlife anc;l a solid core of students who love to blow off steam
and enjoy some spirits, it's probably a good thing that UCF didn't crack the top 20 in any of the
Princeton Review's party categories.
What·truly matters is that the
administration has taken this
school one step further in its
quest for national academic
recognition, and that's something to throw a party for.

READER VIEWS

Troops need to stay in Iraq
Your recent editorial about a possible U.S.
pullout from Iraq in 2009 ["'09 is too late for
soldiers' return," Aug. 22] has so many illogi-·
c~ assumptions and factual mistakes it can
only be explained in one way: "ignorance is
bliss."
One of the most egregious is that assertion that the "Bush administration has had
ample time to get a constitution fired out."
I don't know what "fired out" means but
the Bush administration is·not writing this
constitution, the Iraqi people are. Secondly,
our own U.S. Constitution took ll years to get
ratified.
Why should we think that the Iraqis are
· requirc;:d to get it done within a certain time
frame? I think what they have accomplished
so far is rriiraculous. Most of the population
of this country have never experienced
democracy and they are having growing
pains like our country experienced.
The writer also states "too much time has
been allotted for this transition." The United
States did not pull out of Germany after
World War ll tintil four years after the official
end to the war. We're still in Korea and
Bosnia
When we pulled out of Vietnam, 3 million
people were slaughtered. These "artificial"
time deadlines are nothing more than a fool's
game that has no relevance.
I defend your right to express your opinions but it would be nice if they had basis in
fact instead of talking points from .
moveon.org.

http://truthout.org/cindy.shtml wrote to Mr.
Northern, "I know little about Cindy Sheehan
except that she is a grieving mother, a gentle
soul, and wants to bring harm to no one. I
know little about you except that you found
your way to Crawford on Monday night in
. August with chains and a pipe attached to
your truck for the sole purpose of dishonoring a memorial erected for my friends and
lost soldiers and hundreds of others that
served this nation when they were called.
"I find it disheartening that good men like
these have died so that people like you can
threaten a mother who lost a child with your
actions. I hope that you are ashamed of yourself." .
Like Sgt. Jefferies, everyone I know would
consider plowing down crosses with dead
soldiers' names on them an issue of morals;
not manners.
It's quite another matter to deceive your
readers by presenting fiction as though it is
fact. This false statement concludes the article: "The one thing Sheehan has not accomplished is convincing anyone why the president of the United States should meet with
her a second time."
In fact, the day before you published this,
50,000 people signed up to attend more than
1,600 vigils spec:ifically in support of Cindy,
and that is just the tip of the iceberg of people she has convinced.
- ELISABETH SOMMER

Wisdom for new students

To all of you who are n ew toUCF, welcome! Our school is filled with opportunities
- AARONS. KAUFMAN and with people to help you take advantage
of them. Our faculty members, student
organization leaders and university staff are
It's one thing in your opinion piece "Peace .here for you. These school leaders are competent, generous people who are eager to
Mom Just Left Wing Tool" on Aug. 18 to call
help you. Do not hesitate to consult any of
Mr. Northern "less mannerly" for mowing
them for advice. They will be glad you asked
down crosses with his truck. The reader can
and
will do all they can for you.
counter that Mr. Northern did not violate etiDuring your time here, I would encourage
quette but rather universal norms of fundainental human decency.
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS o~i'A11
As Sgt. Perry Jefferies at

Northern wrong, not Sheehan

The Future encourages commentsfrom readers. Letters to the editorshould not exceed· 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We mayedit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.comor fax themto 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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CAMP U S

·'Do campus police do a safe
and·effedive job?'

RYAN PELHAM

SOPHIE THIBAULT

PATRICK SHIVER

Journalism

Biology

Aerospace engineering

"I lived on campus last year and didn't
have any problems, I guess they are
good."

"I'vealwaysfelt safe on campus."

"I've never had a problemwhere I had
to deal with them."
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"I do feel safe because they are always
around."
)

"Yes, because they don't haveto deal
with thecity drug rings and can focus
on thestudents' safety."

"I don't think so. They pulled over my
friend for a broken h~adlight rather
than the thousandsOf drunk drivers."

/
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
·SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH .
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.
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CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

i

Pegasus Landing ......................................;................................ Student Union
Pegasus Pointe, College Station............................................... Millican Hall
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments................................. Transit Center
Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk.............. Millican Hall
Village at Scie_nce Drive, Knights Landing, HR......................... Health Center
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli. ............................................................ HPA/Engr I & II
Collegiate Village Inn (CVl)......................................................:Transit Center
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail........................................................ HPA/Engr I & 11
Research Park (IST/OTC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/HR).......................... Health Center

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way)
from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.
., ~
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Ride the Black and Golll an-campu
.

'

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides
transportation services for everyone.-to
travel throughout the campus. There is ·
no per-ride fare. The service p~ov.ides
safe, convenient, and timely travel to ·
the many destinations on our campus.
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Buses Operate
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Hey freshmen, there's an easy
way and a 4ard way to do this
Fall classes are in session
and, as always, the sidewalks of
campus are more crowded
• than Tommy Lee's pants. I hate
this time of year so much.
Every day I feel like I need a
• snowplow for a belt buckle
because of the herds of students stepping on top of each
other to get to their classes.
• Every time I go to the Student
Union I pray for a Taser so I
can zap the snot out of every
campus group that killed a tree
ff so that I can get a flyer about
the latest tree they're hugging.
More than anything, there are
J the new freshmen.
Welcome to UCF, freshmen
masses. That's about as nice as
I'll be to you becal.lSe you all
fl annoy the life out of me alld
you make me want to tea'r my
legs off and beat you with
them as you stop me every 15
• feet to ask where the Library
is. With my feelings on the
table and in the open, I'm # offering you all some advic~ to
make your four to nine years at
this fine institution a.little easier.
8
First of all, you are fresh- .
men. You l:!.I'e at the bottom of
the totem pole. People are
going to treat you like dead
" raccoons and you have no
choice other than to deal with
it.
~
If you bump into an upper-'
classmen on a sidewalk or in
the bookstore or wherever,
apologize, don't make eye con• tact and be sure to offer them
something as sort of a penance
for your insolent behavior. If
you anger a senior and he
• demands your first-born child,
·you better dang well hand it ·
over when that time comes.
•
Second, this is Orlando, not
Compton, so drop the hard
core thug image. The.majority
of kids who come to this
• school are suburbanite country
club jockeys who know as
much about busting a cap as
they do scaling Mount Everest
• in a thong. If by "Glock'' you
mean "matzoh ball soup," then
by all means, keep on trucking.
., But this is higher education,
not an Ice Cube album.
The next time you go anywhere and ball your fist
, because you wP11t to "keep it·

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

·

real," just know that everyone
is laughing at you and there are
at least 20 people watching
you that could beat you baCk to
grade school
. Next, and·alopgthe;same
lines ·as No. 2, you're entering
adulthood so freaking dress
·
like it. Pull your pants up
· because no one cares what
kind of boxers you're wearing.
Ask anyone who has re~d
one of my columns over the
_past two years and you will
learn tliat popped collars are
_about as cool as the sun's surface and.trucker hats are deader than a eunuch's sex life. Feel
free to be yourself, by' all
means, but know that you're
here to prepare for a professional lifestyle, not a shoot for
"I Dress Like an MTV Reality
Show Reject" magazine.
Moving right along, I think
we need to go over your
nightlife etiquette. Nothing
makes the older kids angrier
than the clueless marshmallow
who interrupts a conversation
or game of darts at a bar to ask
if someone would be willing to
buy some underage people

drinks. ·
Two weeks ago I was surprise, surprise - at the
Deuce and a sheepish young
freshman walked up to the
group of guys I was speaking
to and asked if we'd get him
and his friends some drinks.
Needless to say the gentlemen
I was with were all employees
of the bar. I don't think I need
to elaborate on the hllarity that

ensued
If you are going to join a
Greek organization -:- and I'm
mainly speaking to the guys
here - don't get cocky. Don't
tell people you're going to join
· one specific fraternity, because

chances are you're going to
wind up in a different fraternity.
Don't act like someone
you're not because we can see
through you from a football
field away. We don't care how ..
cool you were in high school,
because - and here's the
biggest secret of them all dorks rule in college. ~very s0 called cool person you meet in .
college was probably the
biggest geek on the planet
before they came here. It's a
scientific fact. Oh, and once ·
you're a new member in a fraternity, just be gentle with the
sheep because it only takes a
few ininutes.
As the one and only winner
· of the now-extinct SGA tnti~
mate Fan 's cholarship co~test_, I
liave to ·s tress the importance
ofUCF athletics and attending
. sporting events. So what if our
football team didn't win a
game last year and probably
.couldn't have defeated a team
ciilled the Short Bus All-Stars?
The Knigh~s still need our
supporf.lf;yotl don't take
advantage of yoUI' ability to go
to every home sporting event
for free, then obviously you
need to leave college, because
you're not even smart enough
to get into FSU.
Finally - and this ~ mainly
for the girls - have some
respect for yourself. Don't go
hopping from bar to bar wearing clothes that would make a
two-dollar hooker blush.
As a male who is probably
destined to have four daughters as punishment for all of
my bad relationships, think
about your dad before you go
out to some bar wearing only a
Kleenex and dental floss.
Remember, if you dress like a
· French prostitute you're going
to be treated like a French ·
prostitute:
There you have it, freshies.
Follow Burnsy's simple rules
and you might just make it out
of your f~t year alive. Oh, and
make sure you check out the
swimming pool on top of the
Library. The water feels great
this time of year.

A TRUS1~ED TRADITION OF PERSONALIZED,
COMFORTABLE AND AFFORDABLE CARE
- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987STATE-0 F-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE
• Cosmetic C are: Bleaching; Bonding and Porcelai n Veneers • Em ergencies Accepted
• State-of-the-Art Procedures,. Inscruments and Technigues

• Professio nally Trained. C aring and Courreous Staff

• Bridges and Crowns • .M ercury-Free P entistry

Student Identification
·Card 10% Discount! .
EAST
ORLANDO
DENTAL
GEORGE

11780

per.<onalized & comfortable

A. YARKO, DDS
0

E AST. COLONlAL DRJVE • ORI.ANDO
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CALL

(407) 282-2101
1013 LOCKWOOD BomEVARD.
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(407) 977-6464
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Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

READER VIEWS.
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People skills are at least as important as pro. fessional competence. Here, UCF stands ready
• you to seek out the classes where you can learn to help you. The $11 million you pay in activity
and service fees allows you to develop leaderthe most and to keep an open mind to new /
ship
skills by serving in our 360 registered stucareer possibilities. There is nothing sadder
dent org~tions. When you.leave UCF, you
than a life wasted seeking only money. Seek
will discover that these leadership skills are
• wisdom and knowledge. Master your field, and
more valuable than a transcript with only Ks,
the money will come after you. Never take a
as valuable as sucP. a transcript is.
job just for its salary.
' <
The University of Central Florida is now ·
Time is our most precious conimodity.
your
alma mater. Welcome to this community,
., Don't sell it for pieces of paper or electronic
digits in a bank. These are only worth what you and may you leave it stronger than you found it
from your participation.
can exchange them for, and this is usually less
., valuable than the time you expended to acquire
- SKIP MOEDINGER
them unless you ,a lso gained knowledge.
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
\

Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
• around UCF is quite common. Here are s steps to help secure yQur chance
of getting.some or a11 of your deposit back and not being O".ercharged when
you move _out:

../ READ THE LEASE!
.
o . Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
../ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
· o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattres$,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!
./ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sbeet

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.

../ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting~ furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!
../ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.ettu

If you have any questions or problems with your 1case, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday- Friday 8am-5prn.
We assist with-selected areas oflaw, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation.
,'
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Stk #5C954112
Stk' #5C393062

Nicely

WELL EQUIPPED!
NOT STRIPPED!

Equipped

>)

\J

Air ~ndltlonlng, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit $fearing Wheel

Starting As Low As

+

FROM ONLY

I)

,$

t)

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Power Windows,
CD PLAYER

Stk #51578324
Stk #5L581735

t

lJ

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release
FROM ONLY

+

•">

Stk #5C460160
Stk #5C458919

A/C, AM/FM, CD Play,er, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 2.5 Liter Engine, Timing Chain,
Double Wish Bone Suspension

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

+

Model Code:13255

+24-month closed-end lease with $2,699 total due at lease inception, which includes: First payment of $149, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,550. All
advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credit Score
required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be within
twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax, tag and title. $500 college grad discount requires a
2or 4year degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or llithin 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used in conjunction.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices.

er~

'

TEST DRIVE AMAI.DA TODAY.
+All prices plus tax, tag and title. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised price.
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SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9 •Sat 9-8 •Sun 11-6

Mbn-Fri 9-9 •Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:

SERVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8-5

NISSAN

I~ twV14

•nt ::r;\."i t

HWY 436 Between Colonlal a: University Blvd. Next to Clanlc Mazda East

HWY 436 Betw-n Colonlal a: University Blvd. Next to Clanlc Nlnan

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

1~800-639-7000

www.classicnlssan.com

1-888-639-6477

www.classicmazdaeast-com

~
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PREVIEW: KNIGHTS FOOTBALL
j

•

UCF kicks off the season

The game is scheduled to

one \.l\teek fro1n today at
South Carolina

onESPN

The Knights will appear
at least four times on
television this season

kick off at 7:45 p.m.

Volleyball
·set fora
new start
inC-USA
Season begins in state
capital tomorrow night

.J

ANDY JACOBSOHN
Contributing Writer

J

,I

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO .

Dontavius Wilcox, above, will be one of many Knights asked on to fill the place of star running back Alex Haynes, who graduated after last season. It ·is not certain who will be starting at tailback next week.

Up and running

ON ALL ENGINES
..

.
runnmg game win
have' a new look this season
as the Knights have more
than one backfield option

Smith, a true freshman, .carri Li tlle ~
ball 10 times for 57 yards, while Wtlcox
had five carries for 13 yards.
.'.
Peters took the ball eight times for 21
yards and a touchdown, while sophomore running back Curtis Francis
played well, carrying the ball 13 times
for 62 yards and a touchdown.
Running backs coach and recruiting
coordinator Jim Bernhardt is encouraged by what he has seen so far in practice, and is confident that his squad will
be.able to fill the shoes of Haynes.
"I don't know if you are going to ·
replace Alex [Haynes] right away,"
Bernhardt said. "But I feel pretty confident that we have a good chance to
maintain what we're doing at least, and
probably improve, especially with the
experience of the line growing."
Blocklng will no doubt be a key for
the Knights this year. Last year, the
young and inexperienced offensive line
was much maligned for the Knights, but
Bernhardt thinks that there is a different

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

A season after losing the most prolific runner in UCF football history, Alex
Haynes, the Golden Knights think their
running game can be just as good as it
was last year, if not better.
Junior Dontavius Wilcox, freshman
Kevin Smith, and junior college transfer
Jason Peters will headline the Knights'
running game this season; .and if early
indications are correct, they should be
up to the task of carrying the Knights'
funning game.
In the Knights' second scrimmage of
preseason camp, held Tuesday morning
on the outdoor practice fields, the
Knights' younger running squad showed
a lot of promise.

)

Smith

Peters

PLEASE SEE

~

.

,.· Countdown
to football ·

Days until UCF football's
first game of the season
at South Carolina.

This year UCF .volleyball coach
Meg Colado will lead her team into the
unfamiliar waters of Conference USA,
where good home court support will
play an important role in determining
whether or not the Golden Knights are
successful this season.
"The strong home court advantage
will be essential in this conference,"
Colado said
C-USA teams and players are established in a bigger venue than the former Atlantic Sun Conference, where
crowd participation was minimal.
"It would help to have a lot of students at the game," she added.
The stronger C-USA, highlighted by
Rice (25-5) - which last year had their
first bid to the NCAA Tournament will demand more from the Knights,
not only in the way they play, but in the
way they conduct themselves.
"[C-USA] will expect us to have a .
high level of sportsmanship," Colado
said.
To help make the difficult transition
to C-USA, Colado will have the help of
assistant coaches Juanita Hitt, Sam Ojie
and volunteer coach Kyle Peck.
Ojie was the assistant coach for
Tulane, another current C-USA team,
before he joined the Knights seven
years ago.
The fact that Ojie had previously
coached at Tulane could give the
Knights an advantage, but according to
Colado, too much time has passed
"We both have totally different
teams," Colado said. "They have a
whole new team; ·t4e new head coach.
could do new things." So there won't be
any extra pages in the scouting report
when the Knights face Tulane on Oct.
23 in New Orleans.
As for Peck, who used to coach high
school volleyball, the opportunity to
work with the Knights will provide
him a glance of coachjng in a larger
forum.
"He will be gaining experience as a
volunteer assistant here," Colado said
PLEASE SEE

NEWCOMERS ON B2

Days until UCF football'~
firsi C-USA game of the
seasort vsi Marshall.

SMITH ON B4

·J'We ·have agood chance to maintain what we're doing and probably improve." .
·- UCF RUNNING BACKS COACH JIM BERNHARDT ON THE STATE OF THE RUNNING GAME

)

·'

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

•

\ I

Stero~d talk: Something the world

U.S. Amateur rough on
two UCF golf standouts
Leong, Bain s~ggle in
most prestigious non
professional tournament
UCF golfers Ben Leong and
Steven Bain may not have made the
cut at this week's U.S. Amateur outside of Philadelphia, Pa., out the
accomplishment of participating in
the storied tournament sho~c) give
them confidence coming into the fall
season.
"I'm sure they are disappointed,"
UCF Coach Nick Clinard said, "but it
was a good experience for both."
Leong and Bain struggled in the
first two rounds of stroke play at the
Amateur, at Merion Golf Club, and
finished well out of the top 64, mean-

of sports just can't get away from

ing that they would not be sticking
around for match play.
"The greens were hard out there,"
Clillard said. ''.And the rough was
high, both courses were playing very
difficult."
The two rounds of stroke play
consisted of a round on Merion's
Philadelphia ·country Club course
and Merion Golf Club's east course.
Both Knights got themselves in
trouble early on the first day. Leong
started his tournament on the
Philadelphia Country Club course
"A." Leong f mished the first three
holes at even par, but a double bogey
on the 470-yard, par-4 fourth hole
started his downfall. Leong fmished
his front nine at 4-over-par 39 and
was two over on the back nine as he
shot a 6-over-par 76 in the first round.
PLEASE SEE

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO

Lorin Lukas and the Knights hope that they will fare
well in their first season in Conference USA. The
Knights will add six new players to their roster.

ANDY VASQUEZ/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ben Leong, above, struggled at the U.S. Amateurheld
outside of Philadelphia~ Pa., earlier this week. UCF Coach
Nick ainard says the experience will prove valuable.

EARLY ON B2

..

steroids during his
There are some
remarkable ride to
things in life that,
six straight Tour de
no matter how hard
France victories.
you try to get rid of
A French newsthem, they just .
paper - which has
won't go away. Herfrequently targeted
pes is one of them,
Armstrong in past
but I really couldn't
tell you much
THE EXTRA POINT investigations claims that there is
about that. And
ANDY VASQUEZ
physkal
evidence,
there are always
Sports Editor
in the form of six
those certain clingy
urine samples, that Armstrong used
members of the opposite sex that,
the performance-enhancing drug
no matter how hard you try to
EPO during his first Tour de France
offend them, they just won't leave
victory in 1999.
you alone.
Armstrong, as he always has in
Well right now the world of
the past, vehemently denies ever
sports has its own version of the
using performance enhancing
clingy drunk person you met at a
drugs, and calls the effort to implifme local watering hole who just _
won't go away - ·steroids.
cate him "a witch hunt."
Now, as a sports fan, this puts
Ask Lance Armstrong_.rhe canyou in a little bit of a conundrum,
cer survivor, regarded as a hero by
millions of Americans, has once
PLEASE SEE PALMEIRO ON B4
again been accused of using
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Huggins leaves Oncinnati,
pressured by univ. president

rare.
That's not to say plays
. CINCINNATI - Bob won't get a second look.
Huggins stepped down But as shown Tuesday durunder pressure Wednesday ing a scrimmage at Duke,
as Cincinnati's basketball . the original call usually is
coach, ousted by a school correct. Hunt and his staff
president determined to discovered through a study
change the program's of all games from network
TV last season that each
image. .
One day after Huggins would have been halted
was given an ultimatum of about twice.
During the Blue Devils'
resigning or being fired,
Huggins' attorney, Richard 50-play workout, none
Katz, said a tentative agree- were questionable enough
ment had been reached for to require further study. It
him to leave the job. Katz was the second test done
said details were still being by the ACC, following one
worked ·out on Huggins' at Georgia Tech.
"The officiating will not
compensation.
President Nancy Zim- be done in the press box,
pher wants the program to it'll be done from the field,"
recruit players with better . Hunt said iti a phone intergrades and an aversion to view from Boston, where
trouble. She also wants her he plans to attend another
coaches to be better role run-through by . Boston
College.
models.
The system should help
Huggins' arrest and conviction for drunken driving off the field, too. During a
last year dismayed Zim- game, each play that looks
pher,
a
strong-willed even remotely reviewable
administrator who wound is bookmarked, and Hunt
up in a power struggle with will watch them all from
the strong-willed coach. the comfort of his office.
"This technology has
She refused to extend his
contract last May, setting strengthened our grading
the stage for the 51-year-old system," he said.
In 2005, eight confercoach's dismissal.
During Huggins' 16-year ences are using instant
stay at Cincinnati, the replay for the first time.
Bearcats made the Final The Big Ten experimented
Four and were ranked No. I with it a year ago, with a
nationally for the first time technical adviser watching
in 34 years. They also the game from the press
developed a history of box and notifying officials
player arrests and viola- on the field via pager if he
tions that resulted in an saw something questionNCAA probation in 1998 able.
The ACC's system will
and a hoodlum image
nationally. In the 1990s, the require three people in tjle
Bearcats had one of the booth - a technical advislowest graduation rates in er, a replay technician who
actually grabs the plays off
the nation.
After last season ended, the video feed and a coma player was kicked off the municator, responsible for
team for having a gun on getting in touch with the
campus. An assistant coach referee or other officials on
was charged with drunken the field.
'1\nything that can help
driving, but was acquitted
the game, I'm for, provided
at trial.
Huggins' forced resigna- it doesn't make the game
tion leaves the Bearcats in a significantly longer," Blue
bind heading into their first Devils Coach Ted Roof
said.
season of Big East play.

DURHAM, N.C. - The
Atlqntic Coast Conference's latest test of its
instant replay system
proved what Supervisor of
Officials Tommy. Hunt
knew all along: Stopping
games for reviews will be

PJ. Tucker regains eligibility,
will play for Texas next season
AUSTIN, Texas - Texas
junior forward P.J. Tucker
will play next season after .
regaining his academic eligibility.
Tucker was Texas' leadPLEASE SEE

-
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ACC t~sts replay sy~em which
goes mto effect this season
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.
Days until UCF football'sfirst game : ·
•

I

'

of the season when they
· '
play at South Carolina on ESPN. ; .. :

.......
..

4
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·.1

·,..:
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UCF football games will be
televised this season, the most
since 2003.

,....

' .

·,.•

:~ :

New players will be hitting the . ,
court with the UCF volleyball team :-.
this season.
'.~'.

...."'

,

Who'S hot

,'

....

~:;..

Fooiliall, which began preparations on :; '
:·
'Wednesday for their game at South
Carolina next Thursday on ESPN.
::.

·Who's not
Sophomore Lorin Lukas and the Knights will have a difficult start to the season with five straight road matches on the sche~ule.

:w:

I

.....··

~

'"

Former Cincinatti basketball Coach
Bob Huggins who was forced out by
the university president Wednesday.

Newcomers should provide some·help
FROM

Bl

earning an All-Regional selection.
Averaging 2.3 kills per game
"He will basically be absorbing
everything that Division I coach- in the 21 games last season,
Schanell Seiderworder will be
es do."
In her six years as the coach of seen on the right side, possibly
the Knights, Colado holds an sharing position time with Ukic.
Least season, setter Kim Cloimpressive overall record oflll-66
nan led the Knights with an
for a .627 winning percentage.
The Knights are coming off a average of nearly 12 assists per
disappointing season when they game in her 17 appearances as a
went 8-15, in~ which six of their freshman. Clonan's solid play
wins came on .the floor of the earned her a position on the ASun All-Rookie team.
UCFArena
Lakeesha Hagan, Lindsey
For the Knights, the ability to
win away from Orlando will be Randazzo and Jenny Heppert
pivotal in their new conference are all freshmen newcomers to
the team ofl6.
this season.
Co-captain Katie Kohnen
The Knights start the s~ason
with five straight games
the says that the add-ons "have been
roa<;l, and don't play their first great additions to the team; with
honie match tµitil Sept. 9 against their positive attitudes and with
their athletic abilities,"
Bethune-Cookman.
Kohnen continued, "They
The shift to a new conference .
is not the only change on the UCF can really help our team this
volleyball court this seasoJi The year."
Ce-captains this season are
Knights begin this year with six
senior Kohnen and junior Jana
new players in their ranks.
Transfers Leah .Alexander, Mitchell. Kohnen looks forward
Maina Heming and Vesca Ukic to balancing the season's duties
are expected to be "instrumental with her co-captain Mitchell. '
"We get along great and we
to the offensive attack
Heming, a Sao Leopoldo,
Brazil, native who comes to the
Knights from Independence
Community College in Kansas,
made the NJCAA Division II AllAmerican First team last season
as a sophomore.
Along with Ukic, Heming will
play as an outside hitter for the
Knights.
At 6-foot-2, Ukic will be the
tallest outside hitter to take the
court for the Knights this year.
Ukic, a native of Split, Croatia,
is also coming to the Knights
from Kansas, where she played at
Garden City Community College.

on

I

have a lot of the same ideas,"
Kohnen said. "We can bounce a
lot off of each other."
Kohnen looks forward to
being a co-captain this season.
"I can balance the position
,because I have the team behind
me." Kohnen said. The team
voted for both captiins.
Mitchell is one of three players to play in all 23 games last
season. Playing in the front line,
she had ll9 kills and 58 blocks.
Kohnen, who also appeared
in every game last season,
pitched in with 319 digs, averaging 4.09 a game"
Mitchell and Kohnen lead
their team to the state Capital
for the first game against Florida
A & Mon Friday.
Colado brings the attitude to
Tallahassee that FAMU has a
rich past full of success, and it
will be tough for the Knights to
Wlll.

'We hope to compete," Colado said "They are historically a
very competitive team and very
experienced Their players are
very mature in that they. have
been playing a long time."

Upcoming

Football opens their season next
Thur~day when they face South
..1:·
Carolina on ESPN at 7:45 p.m. . . . . ....
Women's soccer opens their season .~
this Friday in Malibu, Calif., when ·:.
they face Pepperdine, they will
::
then travel to Santa Barbara on
·~
Sunday to take on UC Santa
••
Barbara ... Women's volleyball . :: ~
starts their season this Friday
•~ •
when they travel to Tallahassee10 _.,.
take on Florida-A&M then on
.. :.
Wednesday they will travel to face ,.· ~'1 •
Jacksonville.

Quotables
"I'm pretty comfortable with the
way I run the ball."
- UCF F~ESHMAN RijNNING BACK
KEVIN SMITH ON PRES EASON CAMP
"Home court advantage will be
essential in this conference."
- VOLLEYBALL COACH .MEG COLADO ON MOVING TO C·USA ·

6ET CAUGHT WITH 'HE

AL BEHRMAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bob Huggins leaves his lawyers office building, yesterday, in Cincinnati, after his
lawyer said a tentative agreement had been reached for Huggins to resign.

Early season schedule strong for golf
FROM

Bl

Bain got off to an even
worse start as he· triple
bogeyed the first hole on
Merion Golf · Club's east
course, which played much
harder. From there Bain went
on to shoot a 7-over-par 77.
Day two was not much eas'ier for the golfing duo as they
knew they would have to go
low in order to make the cut.
A double-bogey on the 585yard par-5 third hole at the
Philadelphia Country Club
.ended any thoughts that Bain
had of making it to rnatch play.
He struggled, shooting a 9over-par 79 and finishing with
a total of 16-over-par for his
two rounds, which tied him
for 220th out of 312 golfers.
Leong's chances were also
dashed with a double-bogey
: on a par-5. The UCF sopho1

more carded a seven on the golf courses.
The Knights open their
597-yard fourth hole, essentially taking him out of con- season Sept.19-20 at Inverness
tention. He · also trip1e- Club in Toledo, Ohio, which
bogeyed the
monstrous has hosted multiple U.S.
505-yard par-418th hole, to fin- Opens and PGA Champiish at 12-over-par and in a tie onships in its storied past.
The very next week the
for 157th, six strokes off the cut
Knights will play in a two-day, ·
line.
While both players are , 54-hole event at Shoal Creek,
surely disappointed in their in Birmingham, Ala. - a forperformances, thefr experi- mer host of the PGA Champience at the Amateur should onship.
The premiere event in colhelp to build copfidence for
the upcoming season. The lege golf this fall will be held at
Amateur is the United States' Isleworth Country Club just
longest-running iffid most east of Orlando in Winder.
prestigious amateur tourna- mere, Oct. 23-25.
UCF will be hosting the
ment in all of golf.
. "Congratulations to them," event, which will feature,
Clinard said. "Ili:s really a priv- according to Clinard, the best
ilege to qualify for the U.S. field in the country.
Amateur."
·
Isleworth is the home
Early this fall season the course of multiple PGA Tour
Knigp.ts will see plenty of stars, including Mark O'Meara
Maj championship quality and Tiger oods.

~~~
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AND YOU MAY WIN A

FREE T-SHIRT!
fREEI

Official Rules: Limited while supplies last. Do not contact office. If caught at the listed
location and time reading the Central Florida Future , re~der may be approached by a
Central Florida Future staff member to receive a free Central Florida Future t-shirt.
Check each·_ eek for a new location and ti"".
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FREE DIELIVIERY

!

ft Add an Order ot.

• Buy 3Chee

rBRPBIOIH
·Ifoils
OJLY$499

Reg '6.•

rracF~Ne·
nationwide prepaid wlrelass
·~

cingular

·

· rnisingtl'iebar·.1llr

..GUl:EL

®
What else do you ·need~

I

10%!
WITH

STUDENllD
Not Valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 10-31 -05.
FU2

I
I
I
I
I .
I
I
I
I

- - - - - - :1

JutnLo Win~s

' .

·

A

1c ' your Flavpr from the Flavor Zone
.
(One Flavor. 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.
. ••••• 3.99
O {One Flavor: 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 6.49
15 {One Flavof, 1 Ranch) ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• ~ •• 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 11.99
30
(One orcTwo Flavors, 2 Ranch) •.••••••.••••••••••••• 17.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) ••..•..•••.••••••••••• 27.99
75 (Up to Three Flavors, 4 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 37.99
100 (Up to Four Flavors, 5 Ranch) ••••••.•••••••••••••••• 47 .99
Add Celery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .49
Extra Blau Cheese or Ranch • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add Fries to anr Wing order •••••••.••••••.••••••.••••••. 1.99

Ruf.P<Ilo Win~ Rcts1'e'f;

.

.

10 Wi,lgs, Ranch and Wedge Fries .•.•••.•••.•.•••.••.••••... 7.79

F~~s/, Scrlcrds

C/,icl:en Finsers
(One Flavor) • . •. • • • • • . • • • • • •
(One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
{Up to Two Flavors) •••••••••••
(Up to Three Flavors ••.•••••••

• 6.29 ·

21.99
47.99

.

·

• • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 .49

JlvP.f!ctlo ~trimp ·
10 Shrimp (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.99
20' Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) •••••••• 8.99
10 Shrimp and Wedge fries . • • • • • • • • • 7.49

.

.

s7 • 2 g

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor·
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Addttional $.99

Sides

I

WINGS
&

REGULAR

FRIES

~id'~Menu

11.99

C.Ltel:en Finser Jl<1ske1:
5 Fingers & Wedge Fries

*substitutions available for an additional charge

Wedge Fries •••.•••••••••••••Regular 1.99
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries •••.••••••· •••••••Regular 2.99
•.••••••.•••••••••••••••• • Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onl~n Rings ••••••••••••••••••••••••Regular 2.49
••••••••.•••.•••••••••••.•.••••••••.••..••• Jumbo 4.49
Mozzarella St~cks (5) •.•••••.••••.•••••••..•.•••••••••.•4.49
Fried Mushrooms • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . . • • . . • . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • .4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheest & Celery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .99
Garden Salad ••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.49
Side Salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

· Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor - Dipped or On the Side
3 (One Flavor) • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • 3.99
5
10
20
50

served wllh Wedge Frias•

$6.99

Pick your Salad
.
.
Grilled Chicken Breast Fried Chicken Breast OR Buffalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
·
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard, Ute Italian

I
I
I
I

Ctieke" ~<1ndwic.Les,
CJ21eken Fin~er S<tndwicl,
& 1/2 Pound 1lutP9er9

5 Wings & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 5.49

So.Pi: Dt-in1's .

12 oz. Cans •.•••.••. : ••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • .99
2-Uter ••••••••••.••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

Desser1:
Brownies • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 .49
Cheesecake • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 2.49

CHOOSE
ANY FLAVOR
Not Valid with any·other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 10-31 -05.
FU1

I
I
I
I
I .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PREVIEW: KNIGHTS FOOTBALL

Football briefs

.Smith strong in preseason camp
FROM

· FSN Florida to televise UCF-USF game.
Fox Sports Net Florida and the
University of South Florida revealed.
on Tuesday that they·will be televising the UCF-USF game on Saturday,
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.
The matchup, played at Raymond
James Stadium in Tampa, will be the
first ever between the two interstate
rivals and will be televised live
throughout the state of Florida on
FSNFlorida
This means that UCF will play at
least four times on television this season, the most televised games for the
Knights since 2003.
UCF opens the season next Thursday in primetime on ESPN when they
face South Carolina, marking the fifth
straight year that UCF has opened it's
season on ESPN's airwaves.
The Knights will also be televised
when they face Houston on Nov. 5 by
the i network (formerly PAX) and
CSTV will pick up the coverage
when they travel to University of
Alabama Birmingham a week later on
Nov.12.

Bl

story to be told this season.
"I think, if nothing else, they're a
year older,'' Bernhardt said of the
line. '~d it's another year to gel
with· [offensive line coach Joe
Gilbert] and with the system. _
'~Plus, we're a lot stronger and
bigger than we were a year ago. So
with the experience, and the
strength and the size and the familiarity with . the system, I see an
improvement in the line. We have
room to grow in every position still,
but I see an improvement in the
line."
· Bernhardt says it's also impor- ·
tant for his running backs to understand the importance of the offensive line, and not take the job they
do for granted.
"I don't care who you are, you
don't get anywhere without a good
line,'' Bernhardt said. "Usually the
best running backs you see,
whether it's the NFL or in college or
high school, they probably had also
one of the better lines.
"Quarterbacks and running
backs need to make sure they
acknowledge the other people,
because they can't operate without
the line operating. There's no other
way to say it.,,.
One of the less glamorous jobs a
running back has is blocking in pass
protection themselves. The impor- ·
tance of this so-called dirty work is
not lost on the players.
· "Everybody says a running
back's job is to run the ball,'' Wilcox
said. "But · if you look at a lot of
teams, they pass the ball 20, 30
times ~ game. So at times you're .
going to have to block. A lot of people don't understand that. "
"Blocking is very important,"
Smith said. "Because without blocking you aren't going to be a very
good back. People block for you and
you need to do the same."
As far as the actual running game
goes, so far the players are happy
with ' the progress that has been
made.
''.All the running backs are picking up everything pretty fast,"

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO

Dontavius Wilcox, above, is one of four rlayers that could see considerable time in the backfield this season.

Wilcox said. "We're learning faster
than we were in the past. And coach
is taking time out to teach us moi;e.
Everybody looks good right ·now, .
we just got to put it in the game plan
and put it on the field."
Wilcox is also excited about the
fact that this year the team has far
more weapons in its running arsenal than there has been in the past.
· "I'm satisfied,'' Wilcox said. "in
the past there's only be~n one back,
but now we've got one, two, three
backs. All of us are doing good, feeding off each other, which helps us all
play that much better. Now, we have
three different backs that we can
throw at a team in one game/'
The one back that has been most
impressive in camp this year is
Smith, and other players have taken
notice.
"I couldn't believe it," junior UCF
receiver Mike Walker said. "He got
in and just dominated. He just
makes it happen, every time he gets
in it just seems like he's breaking a
play, getting a first down or getting
·
positive yardage."
Smith is happy with the way he
has played so far during practice but

Buddy Dyer to host UCF pep rally
downtown tomorrow
·

he that he won't be sure of his
progress ~til the Knights take to
the field for the first time.
''.As far as my running the ball, it
comes pretty ~aturally," Smith said.
"I'in pretty comfortable with the
way I run the ball, but everything
needs a little bit of improvement.
Smith continued, "We didn't play
in the game yet, so I still don't know
if I need to adjust a little bit more,
but we'll see how I adj~t on game
day."
When game day finally comes,
one week from today in Columbia,
S.C., no one is quite sure who we
will be seeing starting in the backfield at tailback.
"That's still out there," Bernhardt
said. "We've passed one part of the
evaluation stage, we still have about
a week to go, I'm not in the position
to say that right now."
One things for sure, the Knights
will have plenty of different looks to
show the opposition this year from
the backfield.
The Knights open their season
on Thursday on the road against
South Carolina at 7:45 p.m. on
ESPN.

Tomorrow, UCF fans ' will head
downtown to the Orlando· City Hall
Plaza to get geared up for the Knights
first game with Orlando mayor
Buddy Dyer.
The UCF mobile tailgate will be '
making the trip, which will include
the UCF marching band, cheerleaders, UCF students and members of
the UCF marketing and promotions
staff.
Along with Dyer, the tailgate crew
will rally support from the downtown
business community, as the Knights
gear up for their first game of the season next Thursday vs. South Carolina
The mobile tailgate will also feature ''.Are You Ready For Game Day?''
promotions for fans, UCF porn-porns
and 2005 UCF football team posters.
Fans will also have the opportunity .t o win an Enterprise rental car for
a weekend that will be fully equipped
with UCF tailgating gear. The lucky
winner will get to use the car the
weekend of Sept. 24, when UCF
opens their home schedule and reign
in Conference USA against Marshall.

FROM 82

ing scorer before he was forced
to leave the team midway
through last season. He missed •
the final 14 games and Texas
went 6-8 in that stretch, losing
in the first round of the NCAA
.Tournament. Tucker averaged •
13.7 points and eight rebounds
per game and was the team ·
leader on the court.
"I'm happy to be back,"
Tucker said Tuesday. "I know I
let a lot of people down last
year, most importantly my fam:
ily and my teammates.
"But I need to say 'Thank
you,' to all of them for their support last spring and this sum~ •
mer. A lot about me has
changed, and I'm anxious to get
back to classes this fall and ou(
on the court with the guys."
•
His return will be an instan
boost for the Longhorns, who
finished 20-11 and failed td ,.
advance to the round of 16 fot
the first time in. four seasons.
The . Longhorns had been
ranked as high as No. 12 with •
Tucker in the lineup and averaging 13.7 points and eight .
rebounds per game. He was also
the team leader oil the court~
the player t he Longhorns
counted on to make the big
· shots in tight games.
: •
· And with Tucker back on the
team, the Longh o,rns figure
among the favorites to win th~
Big 12. Texas finished sixth last "
season. The Longhorns als°<)
return point guard Daniel GiO..
son, last season's Big 12 fres:J:l~
man of the year, and another •
promising sophomore, centet
LaMarcus
Aldridge, who
missed the final 15 games with a "
hip injury.
:
Coach Rick Barnes com~
mended Tucker for putting .it}.
the class work to get back to the •
team.
'
"I've always loved .P.J., but t
love and respect him even more•
now because of what he ha$
gone through and how he's hall·
died it,'' Barnes said. "It's ~:
ing the turnaround that he'~ ~
made."

..
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Palmeiro not only a fraud, but evidently
not the brightest guy in the world either
.

FROM

Bl

or shall we say, a pickle. Who
are you going to believe? The
Frenc~ who already don't like
Armstrong because he's an
American and has dominated
their most prized sporting
event for most of the la$t
decade? Or Armstrong, who is
the embodiment of hope for
millions of people around the
world.
.
Undoubtedly, it is a lot easier to believe Armstrong. But
you have to ask yourself the
question: Why do these allegations keep surfacing? In the
words of Stephen A Smith, "If
it looks like a rat and it smells
like a rat, well it sure as hell ·
ain't a mongoose."
All right, I forgot this is
cycling. The guy is riding a
bike, so does anyone really
care? No, but Armstrong is
one of those few athletes, like
Tiger Woods or Michael Jordan, that transcends their
sport and can make headlines
in the news, so that's why it
becomes important. ·
It isn't important because if
Armstrong gets caught and
the sport of cycling is ruined,
nobody cares. It isn't important because if Armstrong
used drugs to get an unfair
advantage there will be an
asterisk next to his six consecutive Tour de France's nobody cares about that

lJ~
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either.
It's important because
Armstrong is the spitting
image of solid character.
When he was given only
months to live, he fought back
tq conquer cancer and eventually his competition. If we find
out that Armstrong was just
another fraud, then all those
positive things he has done
would all be a lie, and a lot of
people would have a hard
time dealing with that.
Speaking of frauds, don't let
Rafael Palmeiro's disappearing
act make you forget about
him.
It appears that Viagra wasn't the only "performanceenhancing'' drug that Palmeiro
has been taking throughout
the course of his Major
·
League career.
Allegedly, Palmeiro tested
positive for a steroid that,
according to expert~, is nearly
impossible to accidentally put
into one's body.
Aggravating the situation
even further is the fact that, in
March, Palmeiro sat before a
congressional committee and
denied, with a Clinton-esque
wave of the finger, that he had
ever taken steroids.
On Aug. 1, inore than twd
months after Palmeiro's positive test, the results were
revealed. Palmeiro changed
his tune saying he had never
"knowingly'' taken perform-

ance enhancing drugs.
He then promised that he
would clear the air with an
explanation so that everyone
would understand why he
tested positive.
But, of course, that explanation has not come. Palriieiro'
quickly changed his tune saying that he oouldn't comment
on an ongoing investigation. I
wonder why? There is no
explanation.·
He chased and reached
3,000 hits knowing that he had
tested positive for steroids.
Pretty classy, Raffy.
On Tuesday, legendary
Washington Nationals manager Frank Robinson said that
Palmeiro's record should be
wiped clean because of his
positive test.
I couldn't agree more, and
I'll take it a step further.
Palmeiro should be thrown in
jail.
Sammy Sosa and Mark
McGwire were both smart
enough to keep their mouths
shut in front of Congress, but
Palmeiro was stupid to think
'he could never get caught. He
lied to Congress (under oath),
and, less than two months,
tested positive for steroids.
Ask Martha Stewart what
happens when you lie under
oath.

workout at the same time. Sign
up early for flag football, basketball, tennis .ladder and
more.

Looking for employment?

STONEYBROOK:
)

,IT'S YOUR

HOME
...
COURSE"'
-

Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

One of the best jobs you
could have is right here on campus. Join the ranks of the most
, exciting team there is · Upcoming IM deadlines:
become an iritramural sports
Aug.30
official Sports officiated during
4-person golf scramble
the year include soccer, basketcorner
7-on-7 flag football
ball, dodgeball, flag football,
lmsports-ucf.edu
volleyball and more. We're
looking for students who are
Sept.6
HEATHER WEIBLE
Contributing Writer
5-on-5 basketball
interested in learning most of
these sports, not just for the fall,
Welcome back!
Sept.7
but for the entire year as well
We were there through the
LINK flag football
Get a head start by attending
Spring and Summer semesters
USA tennis ladder
the August information sesand we'll be there throughout
sions: today at 7:30 p.m. and
the Fall as well! The classes·
To sign up go to Monday at 7:30 p.m. All dates
never end and neither does the · www.imsports.ucf.edu
and and locations are listed online
Intramural Calendar! Get to cljfk "play."
at www.imsports.ucf.edu. See
know your classmates and
,/
youth&e.

Monaay- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 8 / 31/ 2005

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

407-384-6888

EDUCATION
J

Enroll today .i n a UF
Correspondence Cour~e!
1'

.,

+Over 70 General Ed. ·&
Gordon Rul.e Courses!

)

•Submit Lessons ONLINE!
• Enroll at .any time!

+ Our courses are'· never full!

We offer college courses from over 30 subject areas:

"
Advertising
Astronomy
Economics
Geography
Health Sciences
Journalism
Mathematics
Psychology
Spanish
Study Skills

Anthropology
Business
Education
Geological Science
History
Latin
Pnilosophy
Public Relations
Sociology
Textile Sciences

Art & Art History
Criminology & Law
English
German
Humanities
Linguistics
Political Science
Religion
Statistics

112·PRICE SUB . t-------$-i.OO OFF
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Bt,1y any sub and receive a
second sub of equal or lesser
value for half price
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The artistic vision of
legendary artist M.C.
Escher is dominant
among 20th century
artists in terms of '
.
style ~nd popularity.

,•
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•

Chris Tucker at ,.
The lmprov
·,
Do you understand •
the words that are
'.
comin' outta my
mouth?! The high-ener-·•
gy comedian and Jackie '
Chan's pal comes to the:
Orlando Improv. 321-281-:
8000

FRIDAY-SUNDAY

Recently, UCF art
students were given
the chance to honor
the maverick artist
through an art form
of the 21st century ~
computer animation.
MATT HEDGECOCK
Variety Editor

Birds
become fish,
water
flows
·uphill and soldiers
walk up stairs for infinity. .
N o, they aren't visions
induced by the latest club
drug. They're just the product
of an artist's fertile imagination
and mathematical eye for detail
- the legendary Dutch artist M .C.
Escher, \vhose work is now on display at the Orlando Museum of
Art.
One the most popular and distinctive artists ofthe 20th century,
Escher's works can be found dotting the walls of art and calculus
majors alike. Ibis popularity is
reflected in the success of ·
OMA's exhibit, "M.C.
Escher: Rhythm of
Illusion," which
saw more than
2,000 visitors

Doug McGraw .·
atBonkerz
Comedy Club .

On display

Hypnosis isn't real ..: .
or is it? Find out for
_,
1
yourself with Doug
McGraw, ~me of Ameri-;>
ca's prermer
hypnotist/comedians. -~
407-629-2665

down,
how
things fit
together in one
view . a~ how
they would be in
another view if there
were such a way to do it, as
if [Escher] had done animation;'. said Kb~<t4. '2\nd then
how reflections w ork. He had
when a fascination with what's a
it opened reflection, what's not a
its doors on Aug. reflection, so that's w hat
[the students] were going
13.
As part of ·the exhibit, OMA off ot:
"I liked the topic
offered a
once-in-a-lifetime
chance to UCF art students to be because it was openfeatured alongside the legendary ended enough that
artist. Not in the form of prints or they could make it
drawings, though - in animation. their own but it just
The
museum
directors sort of gilided them
approached art department chair- in a particular
·
man Mark Price and assistant pro- direction:1
More than 40
fessor Keith Kovach with the concept to hold a competition entries were subbetWeen animation stu~lents to see mitt~d, but in the
who could create the best piece of end it was senior
fine arts major
Escher-inspired animated a.it.
Garbutt
"1ne students had to create a Tin~
30-second to less-than-a-millute whose entry took
animation th~it \.V'dS Escher-esque,'' the top prize. His
said assistant professor Keith work and the
Kovach, the org-.mi.zer of the other top p rojambitious student project. "I ects, chosen by a
didn't want them using exact · panel from the UCF
art department, will
image1y from the print."
Of course, using exact be displayed in a 10imagery from an Escher minute video loop at the
work is in many cases an entrance of the ·exhibit. /
Garimpossible
task,
so'
entrants were asked to btttt's clip
play with some of Escher's opens on a
various themes, such as path that
visual distortion, reflec- snakes tions and geometric fig- thr.ough a ·
bleak black
ures.
white .
"It w as a lot of playing and
of
w ith what's up, forest
angular trees.
what's
PLEASE SEE

SUNDAY

WWE Raw Live!
The la,rge, sweaty
men and casually
i;
dressed women of the
WWE piledrive their
way into the TD Water., .
house Centre for Raw
Live! 407-849-2020

Musi.c

to

a long-needed hiatus from the
worlq of sex, love and relationships. But I realized that I had
more to say on the subject, so I'm
back. Plus, I grew tired ofthe constant begging and plea<;ling of my
adoring fans that I should bring
back my keen sense of romantic
cynicism.
So I guess change can be a

FRIDAY

Missy Elliot
release pa~
"DAY AND NIGHT" ©THE M.C. ESCHER COMPANY

More than 80 original
prints, etchings and
other works of art by
M.C. Escher are
currently on display at
the Orlando Museum of
Art."Relativity" (top),
"Day and Night"
(middle) and
· "Liberation" (left) are
among the works of art
on display. At the entry
to the exhibit is a 10minute video displaying
works of computer
animation by UCF
students inspired by the
· works of the famous
Dutch artist.

.,

Veteran rap diva
Missy Elliot celebrates
the release of her latest ,
effort, The Cookbook, live at the U CF Arena. ·'°'
( 407)-823-6006

v
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SUNDAY

Catch22
at The Social

/y

The skacore stalwarts Catch 22 bring
their brassy sounds to
The Social. Also with
guests A Wilhelm
.Scream and Whole
Wheat Bread. 407-2461599

MONDAY

(',

Vendetta Red at
The Social
Why are you so emo,
Venqetta Red? Your new
album comes out next ~
week! Also with guests
Bayside, School Yard
Heroes and Nighmare
Of You. 407-246-1599

"LIBERATION" ©THEM.C. ESCHERCOMPANY

",
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'Not Just Sex'·hasreturned
NOT JUST SEX
DANADELAPI
Newsroom Manager

\.

)

Movies
Change is inevitable. I was
never one who was big on change.
I didn't speak
my mother for
two weeks after she moved us out
of my childhood home - despite
the fact that the·new house was
bigger, br.;llld new, had a pool and
allowed me a walk-in closet. ·
During the Spring semester I .
quit writing this column and took

•

•'

"RELATIVITY" COTHEM.C. ESCHER COMPANY

STUDENTS
ON

Love, s·ex and romance

•

good thing. For all the new freshmen out there change can be a
really good tlrlng. I for one la).ow
that I am truly thrilled.to be going
back to school. Now hold up
before you start calling me a nerd
who's lost her edge. After spending an entire summer perfecting
my drinking habits at my very
own Cheers, a.k.a Liquid Cellar,

I've grown a little weary.
Weary of the bar crawling,
booze drinking, and fending-offguys-with-a-stick nig4ts that cluttered my quite memorable summer. It's time for a change though.
and I could use some new faces. I
love my peeps, but so far they
I

PLEASE SEE

CREEPY ON B8

DVD PICK
FOR WEEK OF AUG. 30

·Blues Brothers: ..
25th Anniversarj
Edition
"We're on a mission
from God." Indeed! And
the mission is to help us
forget the awful memo-ry of Blue Brothers 2000
with this classic release.

(,

MUSIC .

CrtSfeos·

Bands weigh in on how show

FRESH

AND

SUCH

helps to 'warp' music industry
Tour serves as
propellant to upand-coming acts

Last year, you knew Crispers as the quick, delicious alternative
to fast food. You went for garden fresh gourmet recipe salads
instead of. pitiful pizza. You glommed on to hearty stacked
sandwiches with plenty of fresh fixings, and passed
on the substandard subs.
'

BRANDON BIELICH

Well, this year, Crisp"e rs is the place for lunch AND dinner...
with a NEW menu of HOT entree items that'll

StaffWriter

.l

,
J

<.1+

Eighty bands. Eight stages.
Ten hours.
It is the punk rock mega-concert festival known as the Van's
Warped Tour. This year marks
the llth anniversary of the summer event dubbed "The tour
that·never dies."
In three months, the Warped
Tour hits more than 45 cities in
both the United States and
Canada. Thousands of fans
attend the concerts each and
every day. For many fans, it is
perhaps the greatest single concert money can buy. For many
bands, it is the best tour to be OIL
Though, there may be a
shortage of toilets, showers and
air conditioning, it is a small
price to pay for the massive
exposure gained by touring on
the Warped Tour.
One may also notice the slew
of new albums released around
the time of the Warped Tour by
bands that just happen to be
performing on the tour. Coincidence? Not exactlY.
''We recorded [our] record at
COURlliY OF DROPKICK MURPHYS
the end of last year and it didn't Marc Orell of the Dropkick Murphys rocks out at the Warped Tour's recent Orlando visit.
come out until June," admits
Tony Thaxton, drummer from a new record out;' Ruley said
BEST WAY TO PROMOTE Motion City Soundtrack.
Sometimes, the Warped
For Pete Wentz from Fall Out
The four-time Warped vet- Toilr is the only chance for Boy, one of this year's headlinerans
from
Minneapolis bands to prove themselves to ers, there are mixed feelings
released their newest record, their impressionable youth about the tour.
Commit This to Memory, June 7; audience.
"The problem - well not
Take the Dropkick Murphys, really the problem - but a lot of
just three weeks before heading
on tour.
for example. Those who rely on the kids who come out to the
''We owe a lot to the Warped MTV and the radio as their Warped Tour are really
Tour, definitely," Thaxton said. source of new music may have plugged-in anyway and really
"It does amazing things for your never even heard of this unique have their finger on the pulse
band"
.
· band that blends Irish folk and they kinda, I think, would
Indeed, the tour works won- music and punk rock.
know about [the new album]
ders for bands either young and
· ''We get out there everyday. anyway," explains Wentz,
upcoming or experienced and We only have a 30-minute set, bassist and lyricist for Fall Out
established
but we manage to play a decent · Boy. "Whereas, if you were
Paramore, a new band from amount of new songs. We don't playing like Lollapalooza or a
Tennessee, put out its debut get too much video play and we tour where maybe there is no
album, All We Know is Falling, don't get that much radio play. built-in fan base, [the crowd]
So, I mean, the best way for us to wouldn't know about it"
while on the tour.
"It's been awesome. Our go out and promote a new
Although, Wentz admits, he
album came out.while w,e were re~ord is to go out there and has no regrets about playing the
on the the Warped Tour and · play new songs;' explains Tim Warped Tour.
tons of kids already knew about Brennan, who plays accordibn,
"It's a really great tour, and
it," said 16-year-old Hayley acoustic guitar, whistle and there's no other way I would
Williams, vocalist for Paramore. mandolin for the Dropkick . wanna kick our record off."
''You can't really top the expo- Murphys.
The
Chicago
quartet
sure that Warped Tour gives
released their mainstream
yolL" ·
CHANCE TO DISCOVER NEWGROUPS debut, From Under The Cork
The Warped Tour is set up Tree, on May 3. It debuted at No.
so that even though a person 9 on the Billboard charts, an
ALL BANDS VALUE EXPOSURE
Even bands who have paid may only attend to see their impressive achievement for the
their punk rock dues still count favorite band, they have the former indie label band. They
on the exposure provided by . opportunity to discover ·new credit the unbelievable dedicabands as well. This gives bands· tion and support of their fans.
the summer spectacular.
"Doing the Warped Tour is like Funeral for a Friend from
huge for us," says Yuri Ruley, Wales a chance to .showcase 'THETOURTHAT NEVER DIES'
The . Warped Tour has
~erofpunkicons,MxPx. their' talent to an American
The Bremerton, W<1$h., trio audience.
proven pivotal for these b~ds
has been. around for more than
"[Warped] gives you a good and many others. Though there
a decade, yet still jumped at the chance to play to a lot of kids . may be 80 new bands every
opportµnity to .be on the tour that maybe wouldn't check you · year, for tour founder Kevin
out normally; [you can] kinda Lyman, the principle is still the
this year.
''We do signings everyday on expose them to your music and same: create one huge punk
the tour and we sell CDs in the maybe pick up new fans;' says rock festival fans will continue
line and stuff ... there's no one guitarist Darran . Smith from to enjoy. Create "the tour that
never dies."
here that doesn't know we have Funeral for a Friend.

CD PREVIEWS
So this is the new year and I don't feel any different, but that ffiight have something to do with
the fact that I've been here for half a decade! Now
usually when you turn to my little comer of the
Variety section you'll find reviews of new albums,
shows and other random musical happenings
that you should be checking out. This week, however, let's look at five upcoming albums that you
should be on the lookout for this fall.
Sam Beam, better known to most as Iron and
"· Wme, and Calexjco, better known to most as the
music that plays every time the Road Rules kids
drive.through the Southwest, combine to bring to
,, . you the No. 5 record; In the Reins, a seven-song
EP, will feature both musical acts performing as
one band and fans should expect to hear the
strengths of both highlighted in this unique collaboratioIL
No. 4 b~longs to Danger Doom. The Adult
Swim-inspired collaboration of MF Doom and
Danger Mouse features contributions by Talib
Kwali, Ghostface Killah, .Cee Lo, Master Shake,
Zorak and many more. If I need to give you any
more reasons to buy this album when it hits the
shelves in October then you should probably just
stop reading the music section of the paper all
together. ·
' The No. 3 release is a true testament to the
I,
demand of the people: Fiona Apple's Extraordinary Machines. When Epic Records decided to
shelve the Jon Brion-produced album due to its .
"lack of a strong single," the "Free Fiona" campaign was borIL Now, via the power of the Internet and the voice of the people, the album is offiCially set for release this fall. Whether it is the Jon
Brion version or not is still yet to be ·seeIL Keep
your fingers crossed
No. 2 is the dreaded major label debut of
:qeath Cab for Cut~ While the e.litists may cring,

at the so-called "selling out," the word on the
street is that Plans, the band's Atlantic Records
debut, far stlrpasses the lush melodies and melancholy lyrics of their 2004 release, 'Iransatlanticism. Sellout or not, Ben Gibbard has a knack for
writing strong pop melodies that people want to
listen to. Although the label has changed, I predict the quality of music will still be just as high.
Finally, we come to No. l, which, much like the
rest of the hip-hop world, belongs to Kanye
West's Late Registration. The recent news that
Kanye brought in the aforementioned indie whiz
kid Jon Brion to add his musical arrangements to
the record has piqued the interest of fans from
many genres. Try to picture the quirky. melodic
score from the film I Heart Huckabees and combine that with the studio mastermind that is
Kanye West and you should begin to see why this
is one of the most anticipated albums of the fall.
- CHRIS BOWERS
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old favorites
'
We're talking about our new Big BIG baked potato ... plenty tO eat.

really tickle your fancy. (If you've ever had your
fancy tickled, you know how exciting it can be).
a ridiculously large potato, covered with
all kinds of yummy stuff... pot roast,
Tex Mex chicken, and more. .Plus there's
a variety of flat breads with toppings
that are great as a snack or a complete meal.

Plus, you'll SAVE $2 on any
menu item you order over $4.99.
Use these coupons, and discover
what good eating is all about.

Then, we've got new HOT toasted sandwiches,
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.
Of course, you'll still enjoy our garden fres~ gourmet salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches, wraps, soups,
.gumbos, chowders, and, for
I
the occasional splurge, a selection
I
of desserts, sundaes, milk shakes,
I
smoothies, and other frozen treats.
SAVE $2 off any single
I
That's what Crispers is all about!
menu item priced over $4.99 \ \ ~f~
including our new sel~ction
r
~~·... I
436 & UNIVERSITY
of HOT entree
'~
· -....f ~· .. . ·..:
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391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.
WINTER PARK

ph {407) 673-4100

items.

:
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ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 9-25-05

:
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,..------------ -·
FREE
MON-THU. 10:30AM- 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11AM - 8 ~M
REGAL 10
WATEU'ORD THEAT•l!S
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SMOOTHIE
Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
one of our cool,
delicious Smoothies, FREE!

ALAFAYA

0

\:~

SEMORAN BLVD.

www.crispers.com.
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ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 9-25-05
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40-'rear-Old Virgin goes all the way, scores robust laughs
Fun R-rated sex comedy a breakout
Contributing Writer

Steve Carel! moves up from
scene-stealing supporting actor
to certifiable comic master as
the lovelorn lead in The 40Year-Old Vif8in, a comedy with
its heart in the right pl~ce, even
if everything else isn't exactly
where it should be.
While playing poker and
swapping sex stories with colleagues, it soon becomes apparent that middle-aged Andy
Stitzer (Carell) has never done
the dirty deed. His three friends
instantly make it their mission
to get his cherry popped.
Most resembling Steve Martin's performance in The Jerk,
Carell's work in The 40-YearOld Vif8in is destined to propel
him into the mainstream, and

AndyStitzer
(Steve Carrell)
finds out that
trying to get
lucky with Trish
(Kathleen
Keener) isn't as
easy as expected
in The 40-Year·

****•

role for former sidekick Steve Carell
WILLIAM GOSS

of a date and a graphic chest
The 40-Year-OldVirgin
·waxing session that wouldn't
be half as funny if Carell hadn't
actually done it himself, blood
Director: Judd Apatow
and all.
Stars: Steve Carel!, Romany Mako, Seth
Andy finally finds a sane
Rogan,PaulRudd
soulmate in Trish (Catherine
Now Playing
Keener), who hooks up with
him only to propose a no-sex
it out of the park, especially conpolicy for their relationship.
sidering that, for every Wedding
Tlie Andy/Trish 3.!C is where
Crashers, there is a Deuce Bigathe movie finds its tenderness. · low: European Gigolo. If only for
Thankfully, the laughs don't
Steve Carell, The 40-Year-Old
slow down for the sake of
Vif8in is a hilarious chance to see
sense of human emotion (I'm
a deserving star get some.
talking to you, Wedding CrashAttention, that is.
ers).
However, like Crashers,
nearly two hours is a bit long
for a comedy, and Vif8in ,is no
exception. While it doesn't,suffer from one noticeable drag,
the film feels padded overall
and meanders on its way to the
. firush line.
· Audiences were lucky to
have two terrific R-rated comedies this summer that lmocked

rightfully so.
For years, Carell has lingered on the peripheral with
his deadpan delivery on The
Daily Show to his delightfully
naYve work on NBC's The
Office and last year's Anchorman, on which he worked with
Virgin director Judd Apatow
and co-star Paul Rudd. In this
film, he fine-tunes the proper
mix of humor and heart that
makes his character so appealing.
As great as he is alone,
Carell is backed by a surprisingly solid supporting cast.
Rudd, Romany Malco and Apatow-regular Seth Rogen play
the trio of buddies who vow to
end Nndy's celibacy. Their
advice lead to several amusing
situations, including a speeddating session, a driving drunk

'

Old Virgin.
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C~URTESY UNIVERSAL STUDIOS .

,........_
students .usecredi.twi.sely.com

•

A website

desi.gned to help
make cr-edi.t work

Students not limited by software
restrictions for art competition
FROM

B6

The path winds pas't trunks and
limbs until it reaches the end,
where the viewer finds a large
white band-drawn tree with a
cluster of leaves· that fills a
space without gaps or overlap.
Garbutt could not be
reached by the Future in time
for printing, but he told the
Orlando Sentinel "I wanted to
do something that was Escher

and not Escher."
Students had about three
weeks to complete the project.
They were not limited to software choice, and movies were
allowed to be made using any
program from Maya, a 3-D animation system, to Flash, a simpler 2-D program.
The rest of the exhibit,
which was organized by the
Portland Museum of Art, fea· tu.res more than 80 prints,

works and etching by Escher, 10
of which were donated by local
private collections. Some of the
artists most famous works are
on display, such as "Day and
Night" and "Belvedere."
"You don't have to be an
artist, you don't have to lmow
art," said Kovach. "From architects 01; people that like illustrations, it's a wide range. Everyone in the public can
appreciate it."

far you,

-

not agai.nst you.

I t 'lncludes ti.ps

on budgeti.ng,
savi.ng and
avoi.di.ng credi.t pi.t'fans:

Because the more
you know

about credi.t now,
students.usecred~twi.sely.com

much better than
students.humantesteubjectsforcaeh.com.

the less painful ·
your ftnanci.a.'l. future

Creepy guys
should learn
how to take
subtle hints
FROM

COMIC
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haven't brought any new guys
into my life, which means I
have been stuck dealing with
the old ones. Never a good idea
for me.
Anyway, this summer I
heard some new and improved
pickup lines and learned of a
new type of guy who is emerging on the social scene. Ladies
and gents, I introduce to you
the Creeper.
Creeping has truly become
an art form for some guys.
Ladies, you lmow who I am
talking about. The guy who
stands at the table next to you,
or down the bar, and slowly
creeps toward a group of girls
until he is close enough to hear
your conversation and uninvitedly join in. And he never
seems to leave unless. a new
group of naYve girls walks
through the door.
Ah, the Creeper. I met a
remarkable specimen of this
just the other day when a transfer student crept up behind me
and my friend, tqld me his life
story, where he lived and his
entire class schedule in a matter of minutes. Interesting.
Hard as I tried to let him
down easy one word
answers, no eye contact, refusal
to engage in real conversation
- he still kept on coming. I
think I've lost my touch. I used
to have the power to make men
crumble, run and hide with just
one look or bow down before
me in awe and wonder with a
single smile. Those days are
long gone. This guy, true to
fomi, would not quit
It was a sign for me. A sign
that the end ofmy reign as Diva
ofthe Night is fast approaching.
It is time for a change. No more
Creepers at bars. Now, I can
deal with the guys in class who
are forever asking for a pencil
or pen or paper - anything to
get your attef\tion. But, hey,
they are new and clifferent so
I'll give them a chance. It's sure
to be a great year. Heck, I love
schooi it's too bad classes get in
the way.
But don't expect me to quit
on the bar hopping any time
'soon. Any true Cellar rat will
tell you that no matter how
much things change, old habitS
die hard. And besides, I still
love the fact that there's a place
where everyone lmows my
name.
Dana Delapi can be reached at
newsroom@UCFnews.com

Orlando la .1·csu.rgery

. ~)

-

Breast Augmentation for as low aS

$

a month*
..+)

~.orlandoplasticsurgerycenter.com

407-857-6261
·Call today and
receive 1/2 off
the consultation
fee mentioning
this ad. '
. ....,~LOEWS

MIDNIGHT SHOWS EVERY THURSDAY,

-CINEPLEX FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!!
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(407) 354-59 8 FOR MORE INFO

Member

~

AMERICAN SOCIE1YOF
PLASflC SURGEOOS

3872 Oakwater Cir.@ S. Orange Ave
*Based on cr~dit approval and 48 mo. extended payme plan. Please visit www.carecr it.cor:n for details..
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CLASSIFICATIONS
050 Legals

100 Help Wanted: General
. 125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full·Time

175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments

Cl

250
275
300
325

Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive

500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF

600 Travel
700 Worship

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: dassifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

350 For Sale: Homes
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost &Found •

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com

STUDENT

HELPWANTED

$5
$3

SI6
$10

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
• Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

rriT!'1 HELP WANTED:
[W:..
General
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience nee. Training prov.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Kid's. N ite Out
Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children
and need flexible hours. We especially tteed caregivers
for Septetttber 2, and weekettds in October for group children's
evettts. Call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 for ittterview.

JNR Adjustment Company has available
positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, sE\11-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
Industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
·
interview.
Milanes Pizza. Now hiring servers,
cashiers: Apply in person
2564 Avalon Park East Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32828. 407-273-6688
Warehouse Help Needed. Must be able
to lift 50 lbs and be dependable.
FT/PT. Flexible scheduling.
Call Lightstyle at 407·896-7252

Become part of the Levy Team!

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to joi.n our family of passionate restau·
. rateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!
FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE

· •Servers
•Host Staff
WOLFGANG PUCK (AFE

•Servers
•Host Staff
•Line Cooks
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB

•Servers
•Lead Host/ess
·APPLY IN PERSON DAILY·
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney

l-4, exit 68.

WANTED
PART-TIME
INVESTIGATIVE ANALYST
Seminole County Sheriff's Office will be accepting applications for the position of PART-TIME INVESTIGATIVE ANALYST. This position is responsible for
specialized research in support of Child Protection case management activities.
Minimum qualifications include a high school diploma and three (3) years
experience in statistical analysis or accounting; or an equivalent combination of
related training and experience. Starting salary $11.26/hr. Position is assigned
to work Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 9.:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. CLOSING DATE IS
SEPTEMBER 2, 2005.

Apply in person to: .
SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
100 Bush Blvd. (across from Flea World on 17/92)

Sanford, Florida 32773
The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
is committed to a diverse workforce and, is an equal opportunity employer.

PLATO'S CLOSET
Buy, Sell & Trade
Hot Styles! Cool Prices!
New Location Coming Soon!!
NOW HIRING
407·855·9950 .
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628·3844.

Now Hiring for Cingular
Wireless
Kelly Services Is hiring Customer
Service Reps to work for Clngular
Wlreless's UCF Area Call Center. Must
Have a HS Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s)
·
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible to work
between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnight, 7 days a week.
- $1 O.OOJhour
- UCF Area Location
• Part & Full Time Schedules
- Paid Training Provided
Call or visit www.kellyservlces.com
(407) 246-1821
Kelly Services
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee
Office Supply Company Seeking High
Energy Self Motivated Sales Team.
$50/account. Flexible Hrs.
Contact Meredith@ 407-281-9901

DREAM JOBS
Great pay.Travel bonus and sales training
Now Hiring: Outgoing, motivated
characters to promote, sell and staff our
HS grad trip vacations
dreamjobs@bigbadstudenttrravel.com
(877) 725 0705

Seeking Youthful Petite Modets!
Mynx Online is currently seeking youthful
petite models age 18 to 25 for casual,
glamour, swimwear, artistic, and maxim
style photography. All hired models are
paid 1000.00 directly after completing the
three day modeling contract period. No
experience is needed! To apply, please
send at least one full body image or a
link to your online portfolio to
Models@Mynxonline.com. Along with
your image(s), please provide a brief bio
and stats. All applicants must be petite,
fit, and free of scars and large tattoos.
For more information please visit our
website at http://www.mynxonline.com
$600 WEEKLY Working thro\,lgh the'
government part-time. No Experience. A
lot of Opportunities. (800)493·3688
Code J-14.

MICROSOFT BRAND REPS NEEDED!
Creative mktg or comm. major for·
exciting on-campus guerrilla mktg, PR &
events! Great for resume , $1009
STIPEND or new TABLET PC, plus
performance incentives! Send a resume
to campusreps@hotmail.com!

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as your sched.
changes. Starting at $8 and
up depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

Mothers Helper Needed

Dragon Room, the hottest
club on Church Street, is
now hiring:

Bartenders
Barbacks
Promotional Team
Members
App!y online at: .
www.dragonroomorlando.com

or in person Mon-Fri 2p.m. 4p.m. at 25 W. Church Street.
~~
Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT.
Great pay/flexible schedules.
Immediate openings.
Call (407) 616·3296
PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days per
week. Exp w/ lawn equip a must!
Starting at $8/hr. Flex hrs, weekdays.
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321-948-6498.
SAUCY BELLA Now Hiring cooks,
servers, food runners and cashiers.
We're looking for high energy,
aggressive individuals to help launch our
new location at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd.
Ste. D-124. 407·857·1141
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407·628·8651
If you are a morning person, are clean
cut, friendly, hard working with a great
attitude and need a good job, apply
inside the Cingular bldg,
12150 Research Pkwy at Nature's Table
Cale. 6 and 7:30 a.m. shifts available.
Apply M·F 2·5. Ask for Camille

Weekday afternoons to help mom with
four kids, homework and activities.
Elementary Ed Major a plus. Pay plus
tolls. Please call Jennifer or David at
407-324-,7793 for more information.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FTtPT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly· +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.
Commissioned sales positi.on or
Pff Admin Support. Bilingual a plus but
not requ . Send your resume to
info@exchangeyourcard.com
or call 407-963-9906 and leave message.

Call Donna at

407-671-7143

Job fair August 31st at UCF Hilton at
1959 N. Alafaya Trail. From 9am-2pm
Kelly Services is now hiring Customer
Service and Call Center employees. Full
time/Part tiine positions available. Paid
training provided. $1 O/hour.
407-648-9408
CUSTOMER SERVICE!
FT/PT Front counter cashiers for dry
cleaning store. Must be friendly,
energetic, and dependable.
Close to UCF. 407-977-2209

Customer Service Reps PT
· No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Biiinguai a plus. Must be able to type .
at ample speed. Located 11ear
Orlando Intl. Airport. Flexible
schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions avallable. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 ext 2168
or e-mail: jnleves@gosafco.com

BEST PART~ TIME
JOB .IN ORLANDO

Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103
Cheerl.eadlng Instructors to te_ach
children In Orlando & Winter Park
area, PIT evenings, must have exp.
teaching chlldren & have car, great
pay! E-mail Kristen at
lnfo@allamericanyouth.org
or fax resume to 813-964-8806.

PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS .

Mother's Helper Wanted
Part-time Mother's Helper wanted for
Maitland family to assist with light
household cleaning, after school care of
two small children and errands. Must
have a car, patience, and a sincere love
of children to qualify. Flexible hours/rate
negotiable. Perfect schedule for a
college student. Please send email with
qualifications to basflorida@aol.com if
interested.

DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS••.•

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700

www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

Customer Service
·Represe·n tatives
We promote growth by actively encouraging
your education. Join our team at Convergys,
the global leader in customer care, human

resources and billing services today.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$300 Referral Program
Competitive Compe·n sation ,
Merit Increases
Medical/Dental/Vision
401(k) Savings Plan
Tuition Reimbursement
Full & Part-Time, Flexibfe Schedules
Fun, Casual Work Environment

Apply online for immediate consideration:

·www.convergys.greatjob.net
Media Code: CBJ Job Code: DBA7

Or call our recruiters today!

1-888-284-2217

· Ask for extension: CBJ-DBA7

•

CONVERGYS"
•••••

Outthinking Outdoing
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Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
·Permits. MUST be ordered on line,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your hom.e.

.
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.
.•
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: ..,
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Daily permits are available.

. ~

'

Vetlicrle assistance offered
by Parking Servi£es:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires .
• Give directions

Parking Services Hours: .
Mon-lhurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Online
Submission of
Citation Appeals
~- Required

How to ge~ your parrking perrmit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
•Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordeTed online!
.www.parking.ucf.edu
. For info call: (407) 823-5812
. Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the .UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at ·night.
Call (407) 823-2424
•
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Marketing Student 3/4th yr wanted
to assist mortgage comp. /adv/mktg
programs. Flex hrs. Computer-ACT
exp preJerred. Call 407-832-3729

..

Part time nanny needed. Professional
couple in Lake Nona area.
Please call 321-228-6590 or
E mail : ojg8r@earthlink.net
Camp Counselers for after school
program in Winter Springs. Experienced,
Energetic and enthusiastic 407-496-0113

•

Receptionist wanted Part Time in Dental
Office in West Orlando.
No experience necessary
Call 407-656-4702
• --,--....,M-O~T~H-E_R_'_S_H_E_L_P_E_R_ __
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning .
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu
FIZZ-FOCUS-FUEL GOOD
Looking for serious individuals to market
new energy drink! This product category
did 8.8 billion last year! Visit our website
www.fuelgoodepergy.com or call
904-980-9212.
OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr. Call 203-526-7882 or
407-277-8941.

Seeking an assistant in Winter Park
home. Applicants must be able to do
housekeeping, shopping, and childcare.
8-10 hrs/wk, possibly more. Please fax
resume or letter of interest to
407-677-7845 or email
mischacecily@msn.com.

•

Childcare in Apopka. Tues/Thurs
8am-5pm, $7/hr. N/S, own
transportation, childcare exp., Needed to
start A.S.A.P. Call 407-814-8449

•

PfT runner needed for downtown law
flrm. Morning and afternoon shifts
available. Must be reliable and have
own transportation. 407-425-0234
\

,, TALL, STRONG EN'ERGY
DRINK SEEKS

•

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new ,people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.
If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

,_

.

.

SALES
we will train you to sell services to small·
businesses. appointments pre set. east
orlando. salary plus commission.
407-382-6658
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to _407-938-9057
. Looking for people to hand out flyers.
$8.50/hr. 407-384-5822
NANNY - Loving & energetic person to
care for 2Yr old Girl & 6Mo old boy.
Home is clean, close to UCF. Hrs
needed ?:AM to 4:PM. Pay up to
$300/Week. References & reliable
transportation. Call (407) 252-6813

NEW Unique,
one of a kind impu,lse item· sells itself!
Make extra money while you work out!
www.hydrosport-usa.com

Red Bun·
~--..:

3/2 House for Rent. Avalon Park. A-Plus
schools. Large lot. Avail Aug 30th
$1200/Month. Call 407-625-0238.

ENERGY DllNK

2 roommates needed in nicely
furnished 3 bedroom/2 bath house.
Front/back patio with jacuzzi. 2 miles
from UCF. Bedroom not furnished.
$500/mo + 1/3 utii. Call 407-489-3075.
Waterford Lakes 3/2/2 Home For Rent
Great location (1/2 mile from Waterford
Shopping Center) in Crystal Bay
subdivision off Mark Twain Blvd and
Alafaya. Built in 1998 w/ alarm system,
access to comm pool and recreation.
Huge master bdrm w/ his and hers sinks,
walk-in closets, pets ok, great neighbors.
Avail Sept 30th. $1295/mo. Call to
schedule appointment at 407-509-3030
or email me at luckyroll2@aol.com.
Waterford Lakes Golf Course Commun.
home. 4/2, 2000+ s.f. w/ lge screen ·
porch. Use of Community Pool! Call
(850) 339-5026 or (407) 281-4295.
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

'i'"

Crossbreeds
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1·295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
2 bed, 2 bath, 1 car garage. Close to
UCFNalencla. Furnished or unfurn.
Brookebrldge Drive. Call
401-2n-2141.

Apartment avail In The Club at
Orlando! 212 includes cable, w/d,
water, and securlW. $900/mo.
407-340-8825 or 407-249-7035
Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. 4 min from
UCF w/ private entrance. Comm pool,
etc. $500/mo. 1st and last. $300 dep.
All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.

Multiples rooms for rent!
Responsible roommates needed.
Corner of Lake Underhill al)d 436.
$500/mo, all utilities included.
Call Andrew at 321-432-3720

Great House mins to UCF

Room for Rent. Everything included.
ly'lale only. $400/mo. Close to UCF &
Valencia, just south of Colonial & Dean
Contact Venus 407-'482-1340

Non-smoking only. Sm. pet ok. Fully
furn/unfurn. Includes· all utilities :cable
and internet in every room, lawn service, ·
· maid service. $595-650/room
813-431-5464.
Condo for Rent
Available August 19th. 2bd/2ba
$900/mo. water and cable included.
Call 407-227-4116
FREE RENT (no bills at all) In upscale
College-Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
.child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. UCF students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021
or 407-694-1045
2 Rooms for Rent in 4/2 lake front
home. $450/mo. Includes full utilities,
fully furnished. Located in Casselberry
(15 min away). Contact Michelle
310-809-4493 or quadrun16@aol.com ·

1 room available in 2 bedroom apt.
Looking for responsible, non-smoking
person. M/F. 1 min from UCF. $450/rrio
everything incl. 407-970-2394 Call John.
Looking for male roommate to share a
three bedroom, nipe home, nice location
near UCF and Valencia. Avail. Sept.
$500/mo all utilities included month tci
month, no lease. 407-252-3642 or e-mail
Hoangali2003@yahoo.com
1 room avail In a spacious pool
house, Excellent neighborhood, 5
min. from UCF. Must see to
appreciate. W/D, Everything
included. $550/mo.
Call 321-662-1515.
1 Room left. $425 month to month or
$400 with lease.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
Grad/Undergrad, M/F Student
wanted for furnished BDRM In 3
bdrm home on lake, 6 mins from
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll, n/s, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-832-8160 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
Roommate to share 3/2 house, 2 mi.
from UCF, furnished except bdrm. Incl.
full kitchen, Internet/cable. No pets.
$500/mo. 407-929-6598 or
branks99 @yahoo.com

Room For Rent- Male in 3/2

(entral 'loriba '1tturt

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share bath, w/d, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo.
Semester or year lease . . Call Kwami at
407-381-1713 or David at 407-252-5276

There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

.

Roommate wanted for brand new 2/2
house, 8 mins from UCF. Full access
to entire furnished household, with own
private unfurnished bdrm and ba. N/S,
no pets. Includes w/d , microwave, etc.
$425/mo + 1/2 utilities. 561-386-7792
M/F to share beautiful 212 apt. in
Waterford Lakes. $550/mo. includes
huge BR W/ private bath, a ll util., basic·
cable, internet access, work-out room.
Pets ok W/deposit. Avail Sept 1st. Call
Mindy@ 321-217-9978.
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With Over 4,000 Emp.loyersl
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Through Knightlink, students can search for:
• full-time Jobs
• Part-time Jobs
Stop · by Career Services
located across from the UCF
Marketplace main entrance.

Rooms in new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
Roommate needed to share large new
4/2 house. 10 minutes away from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, and gym. Yard and
security. $500 + 1/3 utilities.
Call Nicole @954-288-6850

home 10 min fr UCF campus. Close
to VCC too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 utll. 407-521-5563

Curious. Disciplined. Determined. Aperson with a flair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Flt the bill? Then there's ajob waiting for you at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER.: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the summer and fall semesters. Full/partial scholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regularly, as well as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice a week.Scholarship position.

Homeowner has room to rent in a family
subdivision in Waterford Lakes. Looking
for a responsible tenant.4/2 house, all
amenities and utilities included, private
bathroom, dishwasher.$650/mo.
Convenient to UCF and 408
Call 321-229-6930

Full-time & Part-time:

• Co-ops*
• Internships*
Stop by Experiential Learning
located In Howard Phillips
Hall Room 208.

" Moving from PlacePro to KnightL1nk in the Fall Semester

1.
4.
8.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
21.
22.
23.

26.
27.
30.

ACROSS
Suet
Leave a mark
Changes
locks?
Gotcha!
Doorman's call
Depose·
Clod
Pupil surrounder
Celestial grizzly
Surf and turf? ·
Regularly,
to a poet
Short end?
Pinch
Letter from
Greece
Author
McEwan
Monkey's ,
uncle all in
pink?

Heather Glen

34. 'Establish
35. Holiday drink
36. It's a put on
37. Work
on stage
38. Boggy land
40. Leapin'
·
alarm cluck?
46. Yellow sub?
47. Samovars
48. Tabby's dad
50. Grass a la
mowed?
51. Physics
starter

Apartments
1 & 2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011
3 . Bean curd
4. Rigid
5. Jewel
weight
6. Leaf part
7 . Rice dish
8. Extinguish
9. Mongolian
dwelling
10. Fin finish?
11 . Polaris,
e.g.
19. Bubbles

52. "I __
Camera"
53. Pretentious
54. Bouquet
55. Young boy

DOWN

1. __ Fighters
2. Mighty
whaler

20. Fuzzy
23.

24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

29.

GREAT HOUSE MINS TO UCF
Female Roommates Wanted
Cable & internet in every room, elect,
water, trash, lawn svc, & maid svc inci.
Furn/unfurn $625-$675 per room. N/S
Small pet Ok. Call 813.431.5464

31. Old

-Peruvian
32. Bridge bid
33. "--It
Ro-mantic?"
37. Pain
38. Basins
39. Lamb
product
40. African nut
41 . Winged
42. Small
sala-mander
43. Sandwich
cookie
---+--+----1 44. Kin of etc.
45. Capital
of Italia
49. Out of
one's mind

Spacious Bdrms located in Rybolt's
Preserve. 1.5 miles from campus. N/S
females, no pets. Reg bdrm $500/mo
includes utilities, $600 for master. For
more info, contact Jack ·@ 954-812-1101
0

5 min to UCF, great location, one room in
a 3/2, fenced in yard, new appliances.
$375 + 1/3 utilities. Available now!
Call 561-951-6552 or 321-297-7293
Rm for rent in 4 bdrm house. incl. utiis,
highspeed internet, digital cable,students
pref., n/s, 5 mih from UCF.$425/mo.+
deposit. Cap Dan 321 -439-0451
Female roommate a.s.a.p. Organized,
friendly, non smoker, fully iurnished
bedroom in 4/2.5 house, 3 min from
UCF. $425 + split utilities.· Includes
internet. Call Anne Marie 954-854-0553
1 Room avail in 3BD/2BA house.
6 mi to UCF. Prof. female seeking clean,'
resp. n/s, female roommate. Grad
student pref. NO LEASE! $500 + utils.
$250 deposit. Call 407-281-6399.
2 Rooms for Rent -Sept. 3, 2005
New, clean Waterford Lakes Home
Quiet, 'utilities included. Starts at
$500 per room. Call Carl 407-538-3394
Room for rent in 3 br I 2 bth house.
Fenced in yard. Pets allowed.
Call (407) ·716 - 0713 for more
information.

LOOK!!!
2 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-619-5642.
$425 WI LEASE. 2 bdrms avail, cable,
w/d, deck w/ grill , util incl. Furn 4/2 home,
1O min from UCF. Rent 2 semesters
(yrly- w/ discount). Call Mike @
941-812-5120 or 941-795-3008.
1 Room Avail. In 312 House.
$500/mo Includes all utilities, cable,
internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis courts. For more
info call Bobby at 407-973-4751
Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277-7080

Female Roommates Wanted
Cable & internet in every room, elect,
water, trash, lawn svc, & maid svc incl.
Furn/upturn $595-$650 per room. N/S
Small pet Ok. Call 813.431.5464
Female roommate in upper middle class
3/2 home. Clean, nonsmoker. Near
Univ. and Goldenrod. Includes lawn and
pool main!. $500/mo plus 113 utilities.
Call 407-493-4001
UCF Area Home
Furn rm & shared bath avail. $450/mo
incl util. No lease. Non-refundable $100
security dep. Call 407-232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work).

Room Avail in 4/4 at College Station·!
$470/mo. Fully furnished. Clean
condition. Female only. Avail
immediately. 3 miles from UCF
Contact Monique at 386-623-9763
Bed & ba avail immediately for
sublease In Pegasus Landing 4/4.
Incl w/d, cable and Internet.
Call Nancy at 561-738-7158 or
561-543-9456.
Lease at Pegasus Pointe. Furnished
212 apt. $545/mo ln'cludes
everything and UCF shuttle. Great
roommate. Call J.D. @ 407-595-0376
Pegasus Pointe. Looking for M/F to
share fully furnished 212 with
Ferpale. Private bath. $550/Mo.
Includes all utl!ltles, cable, HBO,
Internet. Available Immediately. Call
321-663-0953.
Sublease for Jefferson Lofts, 1 bedroom
In 3/3. $560/month. Available
Immediately!
Contact Katie @ 904-874-8333
Bed & Ba avail. ASAP @ Univ. House.
Fully furnished. $490/mo. incl. util. &
UCF s.huttle. Lease ends Aug. '06. Call
Erika @ 302-745-4534.
Pegasus Connection Room
Bed & ba avail In 2/2. 1st month free,
no move-In fees or sec; dep.
Call 850-819-4994 for more Info.

LAPTOPS-- DELL LATITUDE + IBM
BACK TO CLASS SPECIALll NEAR
UCF. Refurbished to like new condition.
Loaded!! 90 day warranty. Wireless
WIFI, P3 and P4. Available In stock.
Start at $399. EBAY Sliver Power Seller.
407-737-9302 sales@icomstrategles.com

Queen Size Bed
$90 Simmons Beauty Rest; box spring
and mattress, very good condition. I have
several. Sea .World Area. 407-616-9575
Home Gym - Muscle Ill by Tuff Stuff -omm. Qual w/dlp & leg press opts $550
Pocket Rocket 50cc bike - like new $250
jefftroan@yahoo.com or 407-399-8720
MOVING SALE ALL DAY,
Saturday, Aug. 27
428 Wilmington Circle
Ovietlo, FL 32765 In Remington Park Sub
Furniture, appl. and more,

Wuzzy,
e.g.
No __ ,
ands,
or buts
Flamenco
cry
Do knot
work
Shell
food?
Sort
Retired
ring king
Crooner
Cole

Very clean, perfect condition. Comes w/
wood cabinet, stand, and lights. $110.
Call 352-328-9670.
Queen Bdrm Set $550; Kitchen Set
$375; Dining Table+6 Chairs/china cab.
$1200; Daybed $275; BBQ $35; Ent, Ctr
$90; Dresser $40; patio set $125;
Monitor&printer NIB 407-435-1753.
USED FURNITURE SALE
Some scratched or water-stained,
some perfect. All comfortable &
functional. Sofa $75, recliner $75,
futon sofa/bed $185. Also many
· shelves, desk, tables, and more.
Call 407-352-27Q9.
MOVING SALE, ALL MUST GOI
Peach 5 piece bed set, Blapk 4 piece
waterbed set, white sofa and love seat,
glass dining table, black entertainment
center, black and gray end tables,
wooden desk ·and green 6 piece patio set.
Call 407-341-5397.
2001 Yamaha Zuma Scooter
Runs great and reliable. Perfect for
campus transportation. $700.
Call 352-328-9670.
Pillow1op Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! Call Philip @ (407) 846-8822
·auality Wholesale Bedding
Two brand new black futon chairs
with black and silver end tables,
~175.00. One blue futon
couch/bed, $75. Must sell!
Call 407-709-5098.

UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize In finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622
ROUSE RUN - Brand New 2005 3/2/2
Home. 1443 sq ft w/ Waterview. Located
on Rouse Rd between Univ & HWY50.
$265K. www.ucf.cc or 407-489-0591.

On-Site Computer Repair
No charge for house calls, flat rate,
professional service. We do everything
from repairs to network. Call Mobile Tech
today for fast reliable service.
407-620-2403 or 407-977-6640.

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http:1/pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 9/7 @ 7:00 PM

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

m

MISCELLANEOUS

Is Stress Ruining Your Life? Read
DIANETICS by Ron L. Hubbard Call
(813)872-0722 or send $7.99 to
Dianetics, 3102 N. Habana Ave., Tampa
FL3360
Your Ad Could Be He rel
Run your ad STATEWIDE!!! For only
. $450 you can place your 25 word
classified ad in over 1'50 newspapers
throughout the state reaching over 5
MILLION readers. Call this newspaper
or Advertising Networks of Florida at
(866)742-1373. Visit us online at www.florida-classifieds.c;om. Display' ads also
. available.
$50,000 FREE CASH GRANTS*****2005! Never Repay! For personal bills,
school, new business. $49 BILLION Left
unclaimed from 2004. Live Operators!
(800)856-9591 Ext #113.
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *.Domestic
Violence *Misdemeanors *DUI *Traffic
_*Auto Accident *Wrongful Death. "Protect
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral ·
Service (800)733-5342.
DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call todayl (407)281 -7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

FOR STRUCTURED SETILEMENTS,
ANNUITIES and INSURANCE PAYOUTS

·As seen
on T.V.

(BOO} 794·7310
J.G. Wentworth means CASH NOW
for Structured Settlements!

Run Your Ad Statewide
Place a classified ad in over 160 Florida newspapers and reach
over 5 Million readers for just $450.
Place a display 2x2 or 2x4 in 113 Florida newspapers and reach
over 4 Million readers.

www.tlorida-classifieds.com
Reach ll\cr -+ l\ lillio n l{catk 1s b) ca ll1 11g !his llC\\'sp,qwr or
1:1l1rida l'rcss Se n i~·L·

(866 )742 - 13 73
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Sweet
Ripe .
Cantaloupe

Fresh
Pork
Steaks ·

lb.

Small
.
Red Delicious
·Apples

/

Boneless Beef
//Petite Sirloin
Steaks

Vopfait Voaurt

Pepsi

6 oz., Original or light
Select Varieties
'

12_pk., 12 oz. Cans, Select Varieties

•·

Milwaukee's
· Best or Light

Oven Fresh
Sandwich
Bread

Bumble Bee
Tuna in Water
or Oil ·

12-pk., 12 oz. Cans,
Select Varieties

20 oz.

6 oz.

ea.

ea.

ea.

W. COLONIAL DR.

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock Pt advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rejll Check wiU be issued enabling you to buy the Item at the advertised p:fJe as soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check p~~ tag for details. Wa reserve Iha right to limit quqtities. Please, No Sales to D9'3rs.
AVAILABILITY: Each ol these advertised Items is requf ed to be readily ~vailable for sale at or below the advertised price );.~ eacl1 Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. © 2005 E;ir~me Inc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are traderTljlrf<S owned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All RiJits Reserved.
,
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